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OF the many diffieult problems which
gepuity and call up all the resourcefulness
engineer, there are none greater than
in railroad bridge building.
Bridge

an art

which

account

appeals

of the daring

strongly
forms

to the

to which

NEW
NEW

THE
IN

ELEVATED
TRACKS
OF
YORK
CENTRAL
RAILROAD
YORK
CITY

tax the in
of the civil

those which arise
building itself is

imagination
it gives

rise,

on
but

it is specially in the field of railroad work that its most
brilliant achievements have been recorded.
The great
weight

TTA

and

the

high

speed

of

the

moving

loads

which

have to be carried call for a rigidity and massiveness of porary roadbed or trestles during the buildin,
f the
structure far in excess of the requirements in the bridge new bridge.
One of the most brilliant feats of bridge buil
for highway travel.
< on
A feature which has rendered the task of the railroad record has just been completed on the fan
'ourbridge builder specially difficult has been the frequent track road of the New York Central Railroad
the
necessity for erecting a bridge on the line of a railroad neighborhood of the Harlem River, New Yor
Ulty,
without any disturbance of the existing traffic.
This where a complete four-track elevated steel st
has been achieved sometimes
by building the new over two miles in length has been built over th
trusses by the side of the existing trusses and putting | of way of the existing tracks without causing a:
in the new floor piecemeal ; sometimes by building the delay to the traffic.
The tracks of this railroad leave the Grand (
entire bridge beside the old structure and transferring
it bodily into place in a single night ; in other cases the Depot by way of Park Avenue, which forms t)
tracks have been carried around the site on a tem- tinuation of Fourth Avenue, and run in a
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1, Mott

Haven station.

2. Work

in progress near Harlem bridge.
3. Completed structure.
erection by means of wooden trusses.
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5. False work near 110th Street.
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yout Fiftieth Street to Ninety-eighth Street,
this part of the avenue practically unencum
\t Ninety-eighth Street the street grade falls
and before the present improvements, the
They
ere carried on a stone and earth viaduct.
idually fell below the street grade and continued
pen cut until the Harlem River was reaehed.
is crossed on a low level bridge which was proth a center swinging draw, supplemented with
On the far side of
iary hinged lifting draw.
mvcr the tracks ran through Mott Haven at the
rade
xistenece of a four-track road in the center
of
\venue from 106th Street to the Harlem was a
hindrance to traffic, and the low level bridge!

|the temporary) bridge, and to use it to raise and lower |of double the power of the original was put in, so as to
|insure rapid operation.
The two bridges, the tower
the lattice girder draw, 106 ft. in span.
| The line of travel
of the
tower
having
been and the temporary slideways are clearly shown in the
| decided on, rows of piles were driven ; caps were placed
lower front page illustration.
The methods adopted for carrying out the work on
on them, and on these 12 X 12 longitudinal timbers
were placed.
Rails were then spiked down on the the viaduct without interference with the traffic will

timbers so as to form a horizontal sliding way.

now be described.

The

ELEVATED

PARK
ON
TRACK.

ROADWAY

TEMPORARY
across the Harlem was an equal obstruction to trave
by water.
It was accordingly decided conjointly by
the city and the railroad that the tracks should be carried from 106th Street across the Harlem and for several blocks into Mott Haven upon an elevated steel
structure.
This would restore Park Avenue to the publie use,
and

in consideration

of this

the city agreed

to contri-

bute $750,000 to the cost of the undertaking, the total
cost of which has reached over $3,000,000,
It will be seen at onee that the carrying out of such an
extensive alteration on a road with the enormous traffic
of the New York Central was a work of extreme difficulty. The traffic of both the railroad and the river had
to be left unobstructed during a period of several years,
and it is a tribute to the skill of Colonel Katte and his

page engraving

under

it.

AVENUE

The

rails were

AND

THE

lubricated

seen

the

side

columns,

Ww hose

bases

are

on

the

street

grade, and the side girders, marking the viaduct bed,
are seen resting on the columns.
The roadbed is carried on three rows of lattice steel
columns, each row supporting plate girders.
The in
termediate cross trussing is provided by the flooring,
besides which there is a transverse lattice girder for
each set of columns. This is arranged on the solid floor
system, now in extensive use by the New York Central
Road on its bridges.
<A cross section of it is shown in
Fig. 6. It virtually consists of a series of three sided
box girders built up of steel plates and angle irons.
The plates are 3g in. thickness, and the depth of the
vertical plates averages 18 in., with a width of 14 in.

The channels thus formed are open

with

Dixon's

plumbago lubricator and the tower was lowered upon
them.
A six spool hoisting engine with fallsof very
large size, with great sheave blocks, being 18 in. in
diameter, was arranged to draw the tower away from
the bridge along the line of the slide.
Some apprehension was felt as to the success of the operation, but it
was found that the tower might be moved a distance of
8 ft. without interfering with traffic. so it was decided
that here, at least, was room for experiment.
Accordingly, before the final operation, the tower was moved

alternately above

and below, and cover the entire area with a watertight floor.
From center to center of cross space the
| distance bridged by the girder floor is 28 ft., giving a
| total width of floor of 56 ft.,a plate girder running
lalomg each side and one through the center.
The
| girders are 7 ft. 2 in. deep, and the webs are of 3¢ steel
for the side and , for the center girders.
From center
| to center of columns is 65 ft.
| The trussed flooring is riveted by means of angle

clips to the longitudinal central and side plate

girders.

The rails are clipped to the flooring without sleepers,
sound insulating or deafening pads being placed be-

neath them.

The great 400 ft. high level four-track drawbridge
practicability of the operation.
When everything was over the Harlem River is the most monumental feature
lof
the whole work. The Harlem River is a legal waterready the final operation of moving was executed.
It
was done at night, in order to avoid interruption to way whose importance has been greatly enhanced by
traffic.
At 12:30 A. M., tte tracks were cut by the rail- |the opening of the Harlem Canal into the Hudson
River. A low drawbridge, such as was formerly in use,
was not only an obstacle to vessels, but the necessity
for its periodical opening interfered with the running
of the trains.
The new bridge is so high that the ma| jority of vessels using the Harlem River can pass under
it. Thus, while it can be opened, it will be rarely that
| the necessity for doing so will arise.
The bridge, by
its high level, will at once improve the conditions of
railroad and river traffic.
To the north of the draw span there are two fixed
en
the one farthest north being 131 ft. 444 in. and
the next 185 ft. 44¢ in., these trusses being respectively
26 ft. 3\4¢ in. and 30 ft. 103¢ in. high.
The draw span,
measured from center to center, has a length of 389
ft., its length over all being about 400 ft. Its breadth
is 58 ft. 6 in. from center to centerof the outside trusses,
being carried by three trusses, one central and two lateral ones, the center one being the heaviest.
These
trusses provide two clear ways across the bridge, each
26 ft. wide, and in each of the trackways are two
tracks.
At the center the draw span is 64 ft. high and
at the ends 25 ft., all measurements being taken from

back

and forth to distances of a few feet to test the |

center

to center.

The 131 ft. span weighs 475 tons and the 185 ft. span
850 tons, while the great draw span weighs 2,500 tons.
It is of the pinned truss construction, and some idea
of its dimensions may be obtained from the fact that
the principal top pin of the hip, next to the tower, is
11 in. diameter, while the bottom pin of the center
truss next the tower is 12 in. in diameter.
These pins
are all steel forgings, turned to shape.
Other dimensions are worth citation.
The bottom chord of the bridge, which chord has a
double role to fill—acting at once as a truss member
when the bridge is open and also as a girder between
the successive panel points, to support the weight of

—<ae
Fig.

In the upper front

tower was jacked up bodily 3 ft. after being stripped of and in Fig. 5 are given views of the work of erection
counterweights pete other material so as to make it as looking north from One Hundred and Seveuth Street.
Here the operations included removal of the viaduct
light as possible.
It is calculated that 100 tons weight
were thus removed, of which 85 tons were represented carrying the roadbed and its replacement by the new
Temporary wooden trestle work was built
by the counterweights alone.
Even when this was structure.
present viaduct and on this the
done, the residual weight was in the neighborhood of on each side of the
| 180 tons. When the tower was thus elevated, slideways trains were run, reaching the grade of the old road at
This left
in continuationof those laid on the outside were placed |about One Hundred and Fifteenth Street.
the ground clear for the demolishingof the old and
erection of the new viaduct.
When One Hundred and
Fifteenth Street was reached, where the'tracks began for
part of their. extent to be depressed, another system
was adopted.
The side columns were put in place, as
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, but the tracks being all oceupied, it was impossible to put in the center columns.
Accordingly wooden trusses were thrown across from
the lines of the side columns, and resting
on the old
retaining wall, and these trusses
provided a center
bearing for the center ceaieudings girder.
In this
way, as also shown in Figs. 6 and 7, the full permanent
flooring was sustained by side columns and temporary
transverse trusses.
Now that the new viaduct is in use
and the old tracks are abandoned, the center piers will
be built, the columns will be erected on them, and
after the columns are in place the wooden trusses will
be removed.
This procedure, it will be observed, was adopted to
keep four tracks in use.
But the temporary
Harlem
| bridge was a two-track structure.
For a short distance
| below it, therefore, the four tracks were merged into
two lateral ones, as shown in Fig. 2. This left the
scene unobstructed, and the viaduct was built at this
place without any special methods of construction.
|
In Fig. 8 we show the relations of the old to the new.
|The locomotive is on the old tracks.
Along the line
are

Fig. 9.—NEW
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DRUMS,

ROLLERS,

AND GIRDERS
BRIDGE.

UNDER

passing trains—is 48 in. deep,

DRAW

The

tension

members,

corps of engineers that this has been done with com- |road company, and the way was cleared for the tower
The foreman in
We present a series of views showing to be drawn out from its position.
plete success.
the progress of this work and the various expedients charge of the work, as a signal code, arranged at one
Which were resorted to in keeping the traffic and the motion of his hand to indicate one revolution of the
engine.
When all was clear, the engine was started,
hew construction going at the same time.
first slowly, and then more rapidly, and in 21 minutes
One of the first things to be done was to builda
the
great
mass was moved 54 feet.
The railroad comtemporary bridge across the Harlem River pending the
pany replaced the tracks, and by 3:20 A. M. all was
erection of the present noble structure. The temporary
There was absolutely no
bridge had to be provided with a draw, and the Federal ready for traffic once more.
engineers called for a width which necessitated trusses interruption to traffic.
The tower was moved along
106 ft. long.
The old trusses of the lifting draw on its present course until the line of the new tempo
spanned but a little more tha
90 ft. To provide the rary bridge was reached, when it was moved forward
into position and the lattice girders put in position. As
hew (raw for the temporary bridge, it was determined

extending from the top of the tower tothe hips of the
girders, consist each of eight bars of steel 10 in. by 154
|in., representing in the aggregate a cross section of
|nearly a square foot of steel.
One could easily go
through the whole structure and quote the dimensions,
but we are merely giving enough to afford an idea of
its great size.
The floor of the bridge, which is earried direetly by the bottom chords, is of the same solid
floor system as that used in the elevated way, the
troughs being 18 in. deep.
The rails are laid direetly
on this floor.
The draw span of the bridge is carried on two coneentric drums 4 ft. apart, the outer one being 54 ft.
in diameter, the inner one 46 ft. in diameter.
Under
each of these drums is a circle of seventy-two cast steel
rollers turned to a perfectly true conical alignment, the

lirst to move

, outer

SPAN,

the tower

bodily

ito

position

HARI 4EM

in line with | this was

then

the only

drawbridge,

hoisting

machinery

rollers

being

24

in.

in diameter,

the

inner ones
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20/7, in. in diameter, and both being 10‘, in. face
entire weight of the draw span when open rests upon

The

these

144 rollers

very clearly

The

outer

circle of rollers can

in the different
in

be

seen

cu(s representing the bridge

showing
course
drum
only
the outer
by sixt een
are staved together
especially

the « me

the
can

center
be

radial

bearing.

seen

The

lattice

struts,

Of

drums
and
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small

shown

view

Merely

in

of the
to

the

view

of

bearing

keep

the

the

Phe

bridge

bridge

drums

bearing

and

feet

are

in

in

position

the

high.
acen

ter pivot casting is supplied,
but
the entire
weight of
the draw span,
when open,
comes upon the rollers.
The
absolutely
center casting will have
no work to do in
The bridge
is turned by steam,
earrying weight
the
above the
engine house
being situated
tracks within
the central tower of the structure
Here are installed
two oscillating,
double
eylinder
en ines
made
by

Edwards
10 in.

&

Company,

in diameter

of New

and

have

York.

7 in.

The cylinders
are

stroke

:

The weight of the draw span is only partly
by the central bearings when
it is closed
end

there

are

levers

arranged

somewhat

taken up
For each
like

toggle

joints, which are operated from the center tower by
steam
power
When
closed
the levers are drawn
together

so

as

to take

of

part

the

weight

of

the ends

so that when the draw span is closed and the bridge is
ready for the passage of trains the draw
span acts
partly as two through trusses and partly ais two can
tilever

arms.

When

the

draw

span

is

to

be opened,

Fesrvary

representation by interested parties who seek to retard | simply a steam pipe from
the progress of a competitor of superior merits.
and all shafting, belting
The writer, in this article, will not attempt to enter ances are dispensed with.

upon a general discussion ofthe applicationsof com
pressed air to thecity and suburban service, but will
confine himself to an effort to answer some prominent
objections.

the rollers, although journaled, so that they appearto
The late Franklin Leonard Pope, after thorough in
be wheels, really
act as true rollers in the operation of vestigation, expressed the opinion that electricity could
the bridge
On top of the drums
is a series ot eight
not compete with compressed air for traction purposes
steel beams, parallel and of varying length, represent
in city and suburban service ; but compressed air does
ing chordsof the circle of the drum, and on these beams
not
invite
antagonism,
but
rather
seeks
co-operation
the draw span, when open is carried, so that there are with electricity.
Both systems can be used upon the
Salbe track, and
economy
can
be secured
by
provided thirty-two bearing
points on the two drams
running
for this set of girders and for the draw span
All this compressed air motors at night and at hours
of light
is clearly

1103.

traffic

when

capacity,
cable

the electric

and

the

plant

same

cannot

remark

be worked

is applicable

to

full

to the

colupressor

Specialists
who are so) thoroughly saturated
with
electricity that they cannot perceive merit in any other
constantly affirm that the trolley is less expen
sive, both
in installation and in operation, than com
pressed air.
The writer has no right to give to the
apes actual figures of cost which might interfere with
the business of the licensees
A merchant is under no
svstem

to publish

to the

world

the cost of his goods

and

boiler

1897

,

to the comp!

other mechanical

boilers

would

offset

the

and boilers in the electric system, and it would
possible to furnish any good reason for the ASS:
that the power plant of a compressed air system
cost more than that of an electrie system for equi,
service; but, if any doubt should be still entert;
and claims for superior economy of electricity cont
to be asserted, a complete answer can be given
ir

fact that responsible parties will consent to furn
compressed
air plant at as low a price as partir
equal responsibility will agree to furnish the ek
plant for the same
service, and it is understood

the proper parties will give
antees

as to

the amount

will remove any

lines

obligations

The

the

and

20,

unnecessary
superior

to

give

economy

proper and

sufficient

detailed

of the

by their cars w!
and rende
prove
figures
to

of uncertainty
svstem

As to operating expenses, an estimate made
competent engineer, familiar with both systems,
a difference

ot over

g¢

of air used

element

three cents

per car mile

in

by a
gives

favor

of

compressed air, after allowing for interest on plant,
taxes and general expenses.
The comparison has been made with the cheapest of

and sell them with no addition to the price to cover ex
the electrical systems, the trolley
If it Is desired
to
the highest efficiency combined
with the great
penses, services, interest, rent, depreciation and profits : secure
est economy, no intelligent
engineer who
has made a
but comparisons can be made to show that a com
pressed air equipment can be provided at a cost not ex
eareful examination of relative merits could think
recommending
any underground
electric.
If the
ceeding that of the trolley, and with such evidence
in
vestors should be satisfied in view of the fact that air |object is to inflate expenses as a basis for the maximum
possible issue of bonds, then the anderground elect:
motors are independent and furnish a much better ser
Ice

than

any

other

system

now

or heretofore

will fulfill

in use.

Power Required.—Ordinary electric ears are usually
provided with two twenty-five horse power motors; but
the allowance at the central station is twenty-five horse

requirements ; but

every

dollar expended

in

conduits, insulators, conductors and street construetion is absolutely thrown away, and the late blizzard
in New
York has demonstrated
that
snow
falling

—:

iisili
kil

3

Fie.
the levers are moved
for the ends of the

so asto
bridge.

give
This

11.—NEW
3 inches

FOUR

clearance

Is
not
all that
is
have a lso to be swung
upward to clear the alignment ¢ hairs used to secure a
perfect joint for the passage of trains
The reverse of these operations is carried
out when
the span is closed.
A masonry structure is shown at

needed,

The

ends

of the

rails

where
the end of the viaduct
it meets the bridge.
This represents architecturally a stone abutment, but
really it is of little utility, having been placed there

almost

entirely

The
built

for architectural

draw

span,

the

King

by

turntable
Lron

reasons

and

Bridge

fixed

spans

Manufacturing

pany, of Cleveland and New York
The steel viaducts were built by the Elnira
Company

and

the

New

any, at a contract

Jersey

and

[ron

Steel

were
Com

Bridge
Com

of $1,500,000.
The Harlem
~aa crossing
has cost about $1,000,000, the work at
Mott Haven, $500,000, the masonry
work of the via
duct piers, $100,000, the temporary
tracks, $100,000,
makingan aggregate cost for the whole two miles of
work

of over

THE

$3,000,000.

COMPRESSED

HARDIE
By

price

HERMAN

A LEARNED

judge,

Haver,
at

AIR

Consulting

a restaurant,

MOTORS.*

Engineer

was

annoyed

by

the clatter of tongues of some
students of a law school
at an adjoining table,
when he turned to them with the
remark, ‘Young gentlemen,
| am really astonished that

men

of

such a
on the
The
ject of

your

tender

ve

irs

should

have

accumulated

vast amount of ignorance
as vou have exhibited
subject von have been attempting to diseuss.”
ignorance that has been accumulated on the subcompressed
air motors
has been
vast, and it is

continually cropping out in newspaper articles as re
ported
in interviews
and otherwise;
but doubtless
much of this apparent 1 gnorance
has been due to mis
* Engravings of the
vated

Railroada,

January 3, 1807,

New

Ha
Y« wrk |City,

appeare <i in

as applied to the Ele
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TRACK

RAILROAD

DRAWBRIDGE

ACROSS

THE

HARLEM

RIVER.

power for each car on the line, the maximum distance
|through the slot destroys the insulation and blocks
of transmission being five miles and the voltage being the track.
300 volts at the ear.
As to comparative danger in the two systems, it is
The average power required for the propulsionof an unnecessary to refer to the deaths of men and horses
electric car on a comparatively level road, as the West caused by live wires and the conflagrations directly
End Road, of Boston, was determined by Prof. H. G
caused by electricity, or the damages increased by ob
O'Neil, in a series of accurate tests, and found to be struction to the free use of fire apparatus, or the de
i24¢ horse power, rising at times, in overcoming great struction of gas and water pipes by electrolysis.
The
resistance,
to 58 horse power.
|| daily press keeps the public fully informed in regard to
:
Whatever the system, the power required to run a these casualties.
On the other hand, it ean be confiear
must be sufficient to overcome resistance and must | dently asserted
that compressed air presents no ele
be the same for all
when resistances are equal.
ment of danger.
The loss in the transmission of the electric power
The newspapers published an interesting interview
from the prime mover to the rail is very great.
A witha distinguished member of the traction compan)
writer
in the
Engineering
News of October 17, 1895,
in which he is reported to have condemned the Hardi:
gives the loss in detail, with a resulting efficiency of system in consequence of the reservoirs under the floor
s7°2 per cent.
charged with air at 2,000 Ib. pressure.
This is the
An eminent
English
engineer, in a recent investigafavorite objection of parties who are interested in other
tion of one of the prominent electric roads of this coun
systems, and no matter how completely it may have
try, found the figures given by the managerof the been answered, it continues to be repeated.
road to indicate that there was a net efficiency in the
Paradoxical as it may seem, the fact is, that with
system of only 22 per cent.
air sufficient for a run of a given distance, 2,000 Ib
In the transmission of compressed air there is no pressure per square inch is much safer than 500 Ib.
loss
The efficiency at the end of 10 miles is as great as
The explanation is simple.
It is the practice of a
at the start, and there is practically
no leakage.
A competent engineers to make a careful computation of
reservoir charged to 2,000 lb. persquare inch was al- strains and allow a margin of safety that will be saf
lowed to stand one year, when it was found to have under the most exacting conditions of service.
lost in pressure 10 per cent., a loss which may have
After an extended correspondence with manufactu
been due to the difference of temperatures, and not to rers of reservoirs in Europe and in the United State~
leakage.
the contracts for Hardie reservoirs have been given ex
The conditionIt should need no demonstration by figures, there- elusively to one foreign establishment.
fore, to prove that a given amount of power at the required to be fulfilled were uniformity in thickness.
power house can be transmitted to the car on the rail homogeneity of metal, maximum ductility and an elas
with at least as little loss by compressed air as by tic limit of about 35,000 pounds per square inch.
Thes
electricity.
reservoirs are tested to 4,000 pounds per square inc
The plant for the generation of an electrical horse within the elastic limit, but are not charged in ordinar
power costs much more than for a horse power of com- service to more than 2,000 pounds.
The strains whic
pressed air.
cause ay re have been found to be over 6.000 pounds,
The reason of this can be readily explained.
An and the elongation before rupture is }§ of an inch in
electrical horse power requires a prime mover, belting, circumference of twenty-eight ine shes. The margin «
shafting, dynamos, transformers, converters and other safety is so great that the pressure would be requir
wachinery,
while a compressed
air plant requires | to be increased to over 4,000 pounds per square inc
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Sor,

bef
ture
in co:
eou
wer
ture

langer of rupture would be possible, and if rup- |supplied with a pet cock at its lowest points and;
The cost of repairs of the Hardie motor has been eswild occur, the air would instantly eseape, and, | drained off.
timated by competent engineers at twenty-eight hun~equenee of the ductility of the material, ne pieces|
Considerable space has been given to this explana- |dredths of a cent per car mile, or at most one-third of
e detached.
If materialof high tensile strength |tion to prove that the Hardie reservoirs are absolutely |a cent.
The, general manager of the American Air
ed, it would be more brittle, and in case of rup-| |safe, 4 and more safe . under all conditions
and risks of |Power Company, when asked what had been the exa
r
im an excessive charge, pieces might become de- | service than reservoirs would be if designed to work pense of the repairs on the Hardie motors, running on
One Hundred
and
Twenty-fifth
Street, during . the five‘
under a pressure of 500 pounds.
und cause injury; whereas, under the conditions
tac!
~
;
,
nal
the Hardie reservoirs are absolutely safe.
It is not to be expected, however, that the most con-| months of service, replied that he had not figured it
W
are reservoirs charged with 2,000 pounds pres-|clusive demonstration will prevent continued misre-| exactly, but that it did not begin to be as much as a
sul
wre safe against rupture
rather than others| presentation by interested parties.
quarterof a cent per car mile, which may be too low
eharced with 500 pounds only ?
Objections to the Hardie Motor on the Ground of | for an average in continued use.
Siuply beeause the same factor of safety would be! Exposed Machinery.—It has been said that the motors!
In the attempt to save a portion of this quarter of a
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used
in both, and the lower pressure would admit of a
much
lower limit of variations
On an ordinary motor car there is room for only 50
eubie feet of reservoir capacity, and while 2,000 pounds
pressure would give, as is shown on 125th Street, arun
of seventeen miles with 400 pounds pressure in reserve,
a reservoir under 500 pounds pressure would limit the
run to about four miles
If reservoirs calculated for 500 pounds should, in order
to increase the length of run, be charged 500 pounds
more,
the danger
limit would
be approached,
but
reservoirs designed to carry 2,000 pounds could have
the pressure increased 500 pounds more and still be
1,500 pounds within the limit of perfect safety.
An air motor has ne.ther firebox nor boiler, which are

n

zard

ling

re

of the Hardie and Mekarski type have exposed machin-|cent, which is less than one-fiftieth of the total car
ery, outside rods and eccentrics exposed to dirt and| mile expenses, it is proposed
to substitute geared
liable to wear.
| motors,
This objection will be considered.
There is sucha}
The attempt recently made to supersede the Hardie
thing as Jumping out of the frying pan into the fire, |motor by competitive geared motors has involved an
and an imaginary evil may be avoided by introducing increased consumption of air of over 200 cubie feet per
others of a far more expensive and serious character,
|milerun,
There is no rotary or short stroke reciproWhat
is understood to be desired is a motor that can leating engine
or geared
motor now known to the
be substituted for the electric, using the same standard
writer that could be substituted without a largely ingearing, the same body, and the same trucks, simply creased consumption of air.
adding reservoirs under the floor, and if such a motor
The total cost of repairs of machinery of the Hardie
cannot be secured, it is said the underground electric motor for one year at three-tenths of a cent per car
should

Direct

be adopted.

jimile

application

and

of

power

a long stroke

is more

would

be

$173.

Geared

motors

would

no doubt

than| increase the cost of repairs and the consumption of
off air, and it is reasonable, therefore, that even if a saving
at an early point, and using air cr steam expansively, could be effected in using inclosed gearing instead of
the principal sources
of eXpetise
ln
repairs ; the 1 esersecures the greatest
known
efficiency with a given ordinary locomotive machinery, it would be secured by
volrs
are
not
exposed
to any
corrosive influences, and
introducing new elements of cost in inereased contheir duration should be indefinite.
The interior is expenditure of the elastic fluid.
The full effect of independent motors attached to sulption of air that would greatly exceed the saving.
coated
with a cOllposition
recommended
by x. P.
separate axles cannot be secured unless there is perfect
Moore, of the American
Society
of Mechanical
Engi
It is understood that if the attempt now being made
neers, Who has given an exhaustive study to the sub- synchronism.
Franklin L. Pope states that in a test to invent a satisfactory geared motor should continue
ject of the protection of iron and steel surfaces against made by him the efficiency of one motor was greater to prove unsuccessful, then the adoption of the underground electric will be still more persistently urged.
corrosion, and who has presented four valuable papers than with two.
It is claimed by competent
mechanical
engineers | If, as previously stated, the object should be to adopt
on the subject, but, were there no protection, the oxi-!
indirect,

reciprocating

efficient

engine,

cut

|
|

ae
Pie

Wx RRA

THE

HARDIE

MOTOR

AS

APPLIED

TO

SURFACE

ROAD

dation of the interior surface, if any progress were | that ordinary gearing would reduce the efficiency of a
made, would be very slow, for the reason that air under locomotive from 15 to 20 per cent. as compared with
hizh pressures carries no moisture with it. It is a the usual direct applications of the power.
Very
property of air, not usually known, that the capacity
When tens of thousands of locomotives have been
for moisture depends upon volume and temperature, running for half a century through dust, mud and sand,
and is independent of density; consequently, when 136 the objection to the Hardie motor on the ground of
eubic feet of free air are compressed into 1 cubie foot,
But to
the exposed machinery seems decidedly frivolous.
resulting cubie foot can contain only the ;}, part of the
meet the objections an attempt will be made to show
Water that the air contained
before compression.
what is the expense of keeping the exposed machinery

his moisture

is collected

into a separate receptacle

in repair and the cost of the proposed remedy.

SYSTEMS.
a system that will inflate

allow the greatest
upon

cost

number

a credulous public, and

to the

of bonds

greatest

extent,

to be imposed

by expensive

contracts

secure the largest margin of profit for contractors, then
the underground electric is that which will best fulfill
these conditions, but if economy in cost of plant and
of operation is desired, the underground electric will
never be adopted.

No system that is dependent for successful and uninterrupted operation upon the integrity of its connec-
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source

secured

by

of

Possess

possibly

power, like the electric
the advantages
that

uloption

the

of independent

mo

tors

If underground
as

a

means

stend

of

electric

construction

utilizing

of expending

present

capital

effect
will be a large
saving in plant
with a

is reeommended

trucks

for new

and

motors,

construction,

in

the

expenditure
to secure a small
Increase
large
in cost of nain

tenance

The

cost of the Lenox

underground

electric is said to

have been $140,000 per mile double track,
and in an in
terview
with
Mr. Vreeland,
the president, by a Herald
reporter some time ago it Was given is his opinion
adapted to a line doinga
that
the system
was
not
heavy
business,
that
it sometines
required
days
to
locate

a

fault

that

eould,

in a few minutes.

In

when

a

electric

through

by

The

the slot,

cable

tory

and

were

lines

track

line

be taken

blocked

be

corrected

in

by

New

snow

the insulation

also

York

drifting

was impaired

to

some

extent,

service

to a former

the underground

blizzard

blocked

air motors on One Hundred and
to schedule and gave satisfac
ran

uninterrupted

Returning
double

was

which

while the compressed
Twenty-fifth Street

discovered,

recent

the underground

of

standard

ten

miles

at $1,000,000,

the

of comparison,

should

electric system,

be operated

the cost of

interest

on

cent. will be $60,000, the car mileage
ear per day 1,728,000 miles, and the

this
at

which

sum

|

been proved by years of trial to be a complete success, | the two towns mentioned, was commenced, and has
and which has been examined, tested and reported been carried on ever since.
It is unnecessary to al ude
upon by the best engineers and experts of the country to the methods and means employed thirty years igo,
without an unfavorable report in any instance.
but it may be stated that two engineers,
MM. L nge
If it be true that the fittest must survive, the time and Bassel, were commissioned to proceed to Ca: ida
seems near at hand when the superior merits of com- and the United States in 1883-1886, to specially iny stipressed air for traction purposes will be recognized, gate and
report upon
the mode adopted in t ose
but the greatest obstacles to success are probably found countries for the destruction of rocks in the be« s of
in the fact that the popular recognition of the merits rivers.
It appears that their mission was unsucces ful,
of compressed air motors has induced inventors, with- as they found no method which could be used to udout experience
jin such construction
and who are vantage under the conditions attending the operat ns
ignorant of the conditions essential to success, to enter conducted in the Rhine.
the field, seeure the aid of influential capitalists and
In 1886, says La Revue Technique, to which we are
make attempts which resulted in failure and thereby indebted for our description and illustrations, ex; ridiseredit compressed air seriously.
The objection most ments were made with diamond rock borers, but ney
frequently urged by those who are ignorant of the did not altogether answer.
The greater part of the
facts 18, “Yes;
we have heard of compressed
air. It rocks demanding demolition was composed of
auhas been tried and proved a failure.”
It has never wacke, containing a very large proportion of quartz,
proved a failure when
intelligently applied under This flinty substance rapidly used up the steel mountproper conditions.
To design
and construct
an ecoing of the diamonds, and in a few hours rendered the
nomical and efficient compressed air motor requires whole
apparatus
useless.
It was consequently
adnot only
superior skill, but long experience and a judged too tedious and too costly for the work.
Sub
knowledge of mechanical details which is attainable sequently trials were instituted with a diving bell, furonly by large expendituresof time and money.
nished with borers worked by compressed air, which

if a
by

will

gave
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160 miles
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per
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BICYCLE.

such

excellent

results that

mens, Which we are about
with three pairs.
In Figs.

A. GILLARD

a couple

more

were

at

once ordered.
Diving bells were employed anterior to
this period in the same enterprise, but they were )rovided with but one pairof borers.
The newer specito deseribe,
1 and 5 are

are furnished
represented a

\ cycList in the act of pedaling is generally satisfied that each of his feet is deseribing a series
ies
of cir

longitudinal section and a plan of the diving bell boat,
cents, and the repairs on i line, 0°43 cent, and
built expressly for the work in connection with our
cumferences whose radius is the length of the crank
will be moe cents
subject, in which it is shown actively employed.
‘The
This would evidently be the whole machine consists essentially of a diving bell sup
If this expenditure should be made in order to utilize armsof the pedal axle.
case with a machine in motion that was suspended
the present motors and avoid the necessity of the new
ported by and free to move vertically in a strong steel
from a ceiling, that is to say, one that was not moving
motors
and
trucks required
by the adoption of com
framework, which in its turn is fixed to and carried
pressed air, it is to be observed that estimates by com
forward under the influence of the driving wheel ; but by a boat of a somewhat peculiar construction.
since in practice a machine travels forward with every
pevent engineersof the cost of trucks and machinery for
The Diving Bell.—A reference to Fig. 6 will point
revolution of the pedal by a distance dependent on out that the bell contains two working chambers, one,
air motors, omitting reservoirs, give a lower sum than
for electric, and wheels and axles and some other por
the size of the gear, the circumferences in question
A, in which are placed the borers, and a second, B,
elongated and cease to be closed curves, in above A, holding the apparatus necessary to eject the
tions might
be utilized in making the change;
but
if become
the change
should
involve
a total loss of all parts of order to assume the sinusoidal form represented in the
fragments and debris arising from the demolition of
the eleetric motors except
the bodies,
and
no credit
be
accompanying
figure.
In other words, the curve de
the rock.
Communication is established between the
seribed by the pedal is the resultant of the rectilinear two chambers by means of a well, C, to which access
given therefor, a full estimate for tracks and machinery
motion of the machine and of its own rotary motion.
ean be obtained by four locks.
The well, or hollow
for 30 air motors would be $30,000, the interest on which
The accompanying
diagram,
which represents two
would be $1,800, the annual mileage 1,728,000 miles and
shaft, C, is purposely made narrower than its two com
the interest per car mile | mill,
Add for car repairs
3 kinds of curves, viz., the one that is deseribed by any munieating chambers, and its form is so designed as to
point whatever of the driving wheel and those de- offer the minimum of resistance to the force of the cur
mille, which is in excess of repairs on air motors, from
present experience, and the result is 4 mills, as against
scribed by the pedals, requires a little explanation in rent.
Fig. 6 represents the bell drawn up to its greatorder that the reading of it may be facilitated.
5°58 cents per car mile under the underground electric
jest height, and a plan and horizontal section of it are
The
principal
data
of
the
question
are
as
follows
:
|
syste.
represented in Figs. 3 and 4. From these it will be
Diameter
of the driving
wheel, 0°7 m.;: ratio of the} seen that the extremities of the lower chamber,
This estimate bas been based upon a small equipA, are
ment of 30 cars. If 60 cars were run on the 10 miles, sprockets, 18:8 = 2°25; distance traveled for one revo | rounded.
Its dimensions are 24 ft. 6 in. in length by
wy
3°25
15 m.; length | 13 ft. in breadth, and it is rather larger than the upper
the interest account per car would be reduced.
But lution of the cranks, 3°14
As the length of the cireum- | chamber.
Mr. Vreeland formerly said, in an interview published of the erank arms, 0°165.
In Fig. 4 the working chamber is indicated
in the Herald, that the system is not adapted to a line ference of the driving wheel is 314 m. xX O07 = 2°2 m., ! by the letterC, the locks for the workingmen by p p,
mile
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this wheel makes exactly two and a quarter revolu- |and those for materials by q q. The total height of
tions to one revolution of the pedal.
Each of its points the bell is 30 ft., and it can be sunk to a maximum
describes
a cyeloid, and this curve is drawn upon the depth of 16 ft. 6 in. below the bottom of the carrying
air motors do not require the expenditureof a single
It was necessary to brace in avery solid man
The equal divisions (from 0 to 0) of the hori- boat.
dollar upon the tracks, and give no annoyance to the diagram.
ner the walls of the different chambers, so as to enable
zontal
line
upon
which
the
driving
wheel
moves
public and obstruction to traffic by tearing
up streets,
them to effectually withstand the great pressure they
served simply for constructing the cyeloid.
it is difficult to coaceive of any case in which the adop
The curve described by the extremity of the crank are exposed to from the action of external forces.
tion of the underground
electric in preference to com
“Galle” chains, D, shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 6, support
arm, the point of attachment of the pedal, is obtained
pressed air would be wise, but on the contrary, very
The
by dividing the 4% m. of the distance traveled, from| the bell, which has a total weight of 84 tons.
unwise
the initial point, 0, of the axis of the pedal to the} chains pass over toothed pulleys, d, fixed at the top of
For the elevated roads it would be next to HL possi
the
framework,
and
consequently
carry,
in
the
first
point 16, into sixteen equal parts, and in drawing at
ble to provide efficient electrical service for such busi
instance,
the whole weight of the bell.
They are
ness as is required at the heavy hours of the day.
The every division point the angle that the crank arm
makes with the horizontal described by its center of actuated by a pair of powerful windlasses, E, in Fig.
return current cannot be carried by the rails as in trol
revolution.
| 5, worked each by a double cylinder engine.
ley lines with ordinary voltage, and would require spe
The Framework.—This portion of the machine is of
It is to be remarked
cial construction.
Without
going into details
in this
(1) That this curve described by the pedal consists| wrought iron, and necessarilyof a massive and solid
paper, it is sufficient to state that a careful comparison
of
two
parts,
which
are
asymmetrical
with
respect
to
|
construction,
having regard to the very considerable
shows that the cost of the electrical plant would be, at
least, twice as great as with a proper compressed air the horizontal axis that passes through the center of loads which are brought upon it. It descends to the
bottom
of
the
boat and rises to a height of 40 ft. 6 in.
revolution of the crank aris.
system
In order to augment still
(2) That one of these parts, above such axis, has a above the level of the deck.
A great advantage of compressed air is its elasticity
projection upon the latter (longer than the second part, further the strength of the iron frame, the vertical upor power of accommodation to all conditions of service.
rights
which
carry
the
rollers,
e, in Figs. 1 and 2, are
beneath
the
same
axis)
twice
the
radius
of
the
crank
Air motors can run on the same track with cable,
firmly attached to the hull itself.
The grooves or
trolley, underground electric, or horse cars
\ test arm.
By these
Let this be a warning, then, to cyclists who would guide rails, a, press against these rollers.
ean be made with a single motor and the results can be
means
the
bell
obtains
a
great
facility
of movement,
increase
the
length
of
the
crank
arms
of
their
machines
depended upon for any increased number.
Power can
to too great a degree.
In fact, it will be readily under- and one important desideratum is thoroughly insured ;
be supplied ia small units at small expense and in
creased as the expansion of the service may
require; stood that too great a difference between the lengths that is, that under all possible conditions the bell
whereas, with electric
or cable lines the line constructed of these curves causes the cyclist’s two wheels to de- should preserve a perfectly vertical position.
The Boat.—This strongly built craft has a length of
scribe, during the same time, spaces that are altermust be extended for the whole distance to be traversed
before a test of efficiency can be made, even for a single nately larger and smaller, and that there hence results 152 ft., a breadth of beam of 30 ft., and draws 4 ft. 5 in.
water.
It has to bear very heavy pressure and loads,
in the motion of the feet a variation in speed which,
car
If compressed air possesses so many and such great in our opinion, is of a nature to cause at times what in especially when the bell rests upon a rocky bottom. Itis
a
matter
of great importance that the boring operathe
language
of
wheelmen
is
called
an
*
accidental
loss
mivantages as are here claimed for it, why has it not
been universally adopted?’
This question has been of the pedals.”"—Revue Mensuelle du Touring Club de tions should be, when once started, conducted unin| terruptedly, and that the bell should remain comFrance.
often asked, and the answer is that it has encountered
pletely stationary, in spite of the action of all currents
ignorance and prejudice and also persistent opposition
and eddies.
Oceasionally, to insure this absolute imfrom rival interests with millions of invested capital.
ROCK
DREDGING
ON
THE
RHINE.
movability, a portion of the static weight of the boat
Che Hardie motor is the result of twenty-five
years
This result is effected by the
It is but recently that we described and illustrated is thrown upon the bell.
of development by one of the first mechanical engineers
for the purpose of improving aid of-the windlasses, to diminish the draught of water
of the age.
it was a demonstrated
successas early as the works undertaken
There are a certain number
The chief object of by some thirteen inches.
1879, but no street railway company,
at that time, the navigation of the Danube.
of compartmentsor divisions in the hull, marked by
that enterprise was the removal of the well known
could
be
induced
to
use it for fear of frightening
called the Iron Gates, corresponding letters in Figs. 1 and 2. Thus, ( in
horses.
Electricity
and cable subsequently
secured and formidable obstruction
of the field
backed
by capital and
busi
pe ISSESSIOTL
which, so far as the operations were intended to ex- the bows is a store for ropes, chains and tools of al! de
tend, was very satisfactorily accomplished.
At present scriptions ; H, a bathroom ; J, sleeping cabin ; K, the
ness enterprise, and
the vastly
superior
compressed
air
system
was
excluded
\
premium
of
$50,000
an important work of a very similar character is in engine room, at one end of which are the wells for the
A large reserprogress
of
execution
in the
bed of the
Rhine, to chains, W, supporting the diving bell.
was Offered
in
New
York
for the
motor
and
best
withdrawn after the motor had been constructed and which, as the method employed and the appliances voir, L, contains the compressed air, and near to it are
was ready to enter the field of competition. A proposed used possess some features of novelty and ingenuity, placed the hoisting windlasses lettered V in Figs. 2, °
we piopose briefly to call the attention of our readers. and 6. In the stern of the boat are located the cabins,
contract
in Washington
failed of execution
because
M, the magazine, N, and the compartment, P, which
\ short distance below the town of Bingen—probably
parties who had never constructed an air motor for city
The whole of
the Bingium of Tacitus—there formerly existed a very can be used for holding water ballast.
service, but who thought they could do it, made offers
to provide an equipment on better terms, but failed to dangerous rapid, under the name of Bingerloch ; but the bell its If, its supporting frame, and the boat, are
A compressor, Q, worked by an
furnish a single motor to the present time.
Capitalists this obstacle to navigation was removed many years built of Martin steel.
of
have been persuaded by the confident assertions and ago by the Prussian government by means of ordinary engineof 100 horse power, supplies air at a pressure
blasting.
In 1866 the present undertaking, whieh is in five atmospheres, a part of which is passed into the
promises of would-be
inventors
to expend
thousands
in
Ano lier
fruitless « Aperinients to develop
solne new
construction
the main an extension of the older one, comprising the reservoir, L, as a reserve in case of accidents.
and have turned their backs upon a motor which has deepening of the river for the whole distance between advantage belonging to this reservoir, which has « ¢a@&
with a heavy
been
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the drills which they carry to the configurations of the | themselves were slightly conical, which prevented the
To be acquainted with the machines one has to do
massof rock they are about to attack.
The drills can | drills from being so easily blunted as when they were
They were, nevertheless, used up with, is one of the things a man should first seek to do.
be worked
vertically, horizontally, or, in fact, in al- eylindrieal in shape.
It is not enough that a man know just sufficient to run
most any direction required.
A couple of hoppers iso fast that half a dozen forges and a dozen smiths
working within hollow shafts, and holding about 3% were constantly employed in sharpening them, and it along from day to day, and if work goes well, all right,
instances, ninety-four drills to but if it goes wrong, satisfy himself by cursing the macubic feet, serve to eject the disintegrated debris.
Be- | has taken, in some
As already stated, chine and calling it bad names, when he should be the
tween the passages in which the hoppers work is situ- | pierce one hoie 3 ft. 3 in. in depth.
bars, K, each of which recipient of the epithets so freely bestowed on the
ated that appropriated to the ingress and the egress of | the diving bell carries eight
the workmen.
Two windlasses in the upper working lean be furnished with an accompanying drill, but it | machine.
chamber, by the aid of compressed air, supply the nec | was found thatin actual work the motive —_ was | To know a machine thoroughly is just as necessary
The personnel
required to make it do good work as to know the men you have
essary
motive force for the removal of the broken heed able for more than six.
rock.
Upon reaching the upper working chamber the for the working of the bell and the boat was thirty-six, to deal with; and to know men, to get the right amount
hoppers automatically tip their contents into two com- of which twenty-seven were needed for the former and |of work out of them, is a science which few have the
| good fortune to be master of.
partments, qq, in Fig. 4, especially provided for the nine for the latter.
Dynamite Used.—For charging the holes drilled in | Noman can make a machine run well by calling it
purpose, and containing together about nine tons of |
material.
These compartments are emptied at con- the rock, a very powerful explosive was employed, | bad names, or by swearingat it, even if he can swear
Moses must go to the mountain and Moses
venient intervals, either by a balanced trap pierced| composedof 92 per cent. of nitro-glycerine and 8 per | by rule.
in the floor, or by a couple of doors in the external cent. of gun cotton, the weight of the charges varying | must get down, under, over, as the case may be, and
perhaps
get
his clothes and hands dirty.
On an
walls of the chamber.
T’'wo locks, p p, in the same with the depth and diameter of the holes.
Fortunate is he who, by looking at his stock, can tell
average, 244 lb. of dynamite was the charge for each
figure, are reserved solely for the use of the workmen.
A machine, for inBoring Operations.—Having ascertained, partly by yard in depth, and from fourteen to seventeen was the what to do to make it run well.
stance, may be making bad, very bad, side cutter work.
actual soundings, partly from the information afforded numberof holes that could be bored within the workThe shots were fired by caps| His boxes are tight, still it does the same bad work.
by hydrographical charts, and partly by other means | ing area of the bell.
into the details of which we need not enter, the exact filled with fulminate of mercury, which was detonated
The trouble is probably somewhere in the frame, and
site of the rocks to be removed, the boat can be moored | by the electric spark.
Before firing the boat is hauled if he has made the acquaintance of the machine as he
in the proper position over them, and the boring ope- away toa distance of some 200 yards.
should, he will find it easy enough to locate the fault.
Rate of Work.— Under favorable circumstances,
A very common source of bad side work is unbalanced
rations commenced.
The drills have a working avail-
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1,600 cubic feet,
3,600
288,000

As a rule, the dredging is effected shortly after the
firingof the charges, but a large amount of broken
rock, resulting from the * blasts” of recent years, still
lies awaiting removal in the river bed.
There are
yet some quarter of a million of cubic yards to be removed, so that the task is by no means finally accomplished.—The Engineer.
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ACCESS

le cur-

when the area to be operated upon is sufficiently large

sure of i! vithin the bell, so as to be nearly as possible
a consti!
This is effected by an India rubber pipe,
F, connes
(ing the reservoir and the bell.
By means of
<sed
air the
drill borers
are actuated, and
he com}
~
.
:the wal
wrevented from entering the bell.

cy
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|}with a maximum length of 12 in.
In both instances to permit of all the six drills being actuated simulta| the numberof blows given was at the rate of three neously, the total depth of all the holes will frequently
| hundred in a minute.
The rock was of an extremely amount to 370 ft., thus giving about 60 ft. to each drill.
hard and flinty character, consisting of quartzite and As a maximum, a total depth of 470 ft. has been ac| siliceous schist interspersed with veins of pure quartz. complished in the twenty-four hours, but owing to
The Drills.—In the lower chamber the drills are at- Considerable difficulty was experienced in keeping the the fact that isolated rocks have constantly to be retached
trong serew clips to the bars, K, which are drill holes truly straight, and the blunting of the drills moved, which can only be attacked by one drill, a
A succession of numerous trials re- great loss of time is a matter of common occurrence,
fixed at
end, Figs. 1 and 5, to a metal ring or band | was incessant.
At the sulted in the adoption of a conically shaped drill, The mean result will not give more than 40 ft. per day
colmpletely round the whole chamber.
ranning
other end
the bars rest upon a horizontal girder sup | formed by forging on to one of the extremities a steel |for each drill, for in addition to the work being often
ported by
a pair of columns, g g, which are fastened to rod 1 ft. in diameter of the required sectional area.
impeded by the exigencies of the navigation, the rock
the upper
part of the bell, but in such a manner that The length of the tool thus obtained varied from 20 in. itself has sometimes to be cleared of its top dressing of
Its bore hole had a diameter of 3 in. and 1°8 }sand and clay before the drilling operations can be
they, as
well as the ring, can be raised or lowered so as ito 84 ft.
In comparing the relative merits of drills
» height of the bars, K K, and thus adapt! in. for large and small bores respectively, and the holes | commenced.
to alter
driven directly by steam power and of those worked by
compressed
air
in a bell, our contemporary gives the
Fig2
preterence to the latter.
It appears that it was at one
time contemplated to employ the Lobnitz rock breaker
in the deepening of the Rhine, but it was found that
its use would necessitate a boat 200 ft. in length by 40
——
ft. in beam, which was quite incompatible with the
requirements of the navigation.
In the case of the
:*
ca
ems
\a
Mia
Danubian
Portes-de-Fer, the same objection did not
ie.
exist, and the Lobnitz rock breaker was used to great
advantage.
us
=
The disintegrated fragments of rock resulting from
w
1)
ise
ey 80 8
the explosions are removed from the bed of the river
by a couple of ordinary hopper dredgers.
An excellent
idea of the amount of work done, and the gradually inLY
if|
2 i4
creasing progress made in later years by the use of
7, MON | a
:
2]
ie
improved machinery and appliances, will be afforded
by the accompanying table, which records the several
quantities removed during the period 1820-1894 :
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heads,

made

so

by

running

too

long

without

balancing|

bits, as in all CASES heads come well balanced.
It is
well to look after this part.
As heads usually go, they
never balance themselves any more than the human
head does ; no matter how well balanced they may be
when new, it is always good policy to occasionally try
them.
Men stickle greatly about balancing knives, but
never a word about cutter heads or any other heads
after they are once put to work.
1 suppose the general
idea is that they balance themselves automatically
But they don't, leastwise | never saw one that did
New bolts are put in and new washers are used, but
never

a thought

is given

whether

they

are just

other

day

a machine

was

running

bad,
All

subject

like the

gears,

everything

Was

looked

again.

stopped

tight

right,

Again

The

strap

There

it

were

and

rattled

that

held

the

and

the

their

no broken

machine

again

boits

about

in a Germnan

toughness

Although

by ascertaining

limit

The

harder

coefficient

a

body

ns

Bailly’s

allegation

is debatable,

we

:ever-

of

is also

known

that

in the remotest

antiquity

the

peo-

ple of India made use of a very primitive clepsycra, of
which we shall speak further along.
Egypt already had clepsydras before the fifth cen
turv of our era (Fig. 2, No. 1), for Plato observed them
in one of his voyages and brought them from that
country

to

Greece

Scipio Nasica introduced them into Rome upon his
return from Greece, and they were already known in
Gaul at the arrival of Julius Cesar, who was astonished
to see them there
We find the
name
‘‘automatarius clepsydrarius”
attributed to the maker of these hydraulic clocks at
Rome,

in an

inseription

in the collection

of

Doni.

This

qualification given to the word ** faber” is seen in an
inscription of Gruter, and the works in which these ancient makers engaged are called in the Digest ** automataria.”
greater
(with equivalent
We do not pretend to offer a complete history of
pressure which must be'

is, the

of elasticity)

anecienaes

theless cannot deny that the origin of clepsydras js lost
in the night of ages.
Thus history teaches us that.
as long ago as the vear 2679 B. C., under the reign of
Hoang-ti, the clepsydra was known to the Chinese.
[t

idea of

the elongated

-

OF TIME
BY CLEPS\
/RAS.
THE clepsydra, or water clock, has been know
from
the remotest antiquity and was even used by t! first
civilizations.
Clepsydras, says Bailly, are the most ancient « hororary inventions.
One would not have employ:
the
fall of water in order to divide the equator into 1\ elve
parts if he had had a divided circle and the
TASS
sphere.

contem-

approximate
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MEASUREMENT

tools.

to get an

=

the

was

it

roll

time ago

=

ete., as the wear of.a steel rail can easily be determine
from that quality of the metal which is investigated
in this test.

HARDNESS

both steels, forthe resistance against manipulations must
naturally be the higher the greater the tension which
the material can undergo before it permanently changes
form.
The elongation limit, however, cannot always
be sharply established, and the values which | obtained
for both steels did not differ sufficiently from each other
tosatisfy me as to their absolute reliability
In this diffieulty | remembered a proposal which the
great physicist, Heinries Hertz, had made for the determination of the hardness of a body
| causet to be
taken from each plate two pieces, about 15 willimeters
0500 in.) Wide and 2 millimeters (0°048 in.) long, which
were cylindrically drawn and fine polished.
The radius
of the cylindrical surface in all the pieces was 20
millimeters (0°787 in.) T'wo pieces from the same plate
were then laid with their cylindrical surfaces crosswise
upon each other, so that they only touched at one point.
Then, by a gradually increasing force, they were pressed
together untila permanent impression could be detected.

the belts to
Rolls were

bottom

other

| endeavoredat first

looked after and found to be all right, and still a poor
surface.
The trouble was, a little piece had split from
the edge of a plank and was driven under the pressure
bar, which it sprung up just enough to hold it clear
from the surface of the board; hence the ridgy surface
The piece removed, the work was nice again.
We often
run across some little thing like that and perhaps spend
an hour locating the trouble.
When it is found the
operator abuses himself for not knowing where to look
for it in the first place.
A case like this seldom occurs
on light work, and it is no great surprise that the ope
rator did not at once locate the cause of poor surfacing
to
but this case, simple as it looks, may be a ** pointer
other persons in similar cases
Another case a little different from the other: The
drawing out rolls all at once began to chatter and rat
tle like a dray over a cobblestone pavement
hat ma
chine was stopped very quickly.
There were no broken
started

THE
RELATIVE
OF
METALS.

appeared a short

file, and

along as nicely

and off went
right there

TEST

porary.
The author of the article is Herr A. Foppl,
and his communication on the subject is as follows :
I was recently called upon by a firm of safe manufac
turers to submit two steel plates of about 6 millimeters
(0°236 in.) thickness to a comparative
test of their
hardness ; that is, of their capacity to resist the drill,

as a machine could,
when all at once the stuff began to
show ridges.
The first thing was the pressure bar
Down it went as hard as the operator dared put it. No
use ; the stuff still came
look for a loose head

TO

A CONVENIENT and simple test for ascertaining the
relative as well as the absolute hardness of the various
metals isa want that is often felt in the workshops,
and a valuable addition to the literature upon the

old broken ones or not.
The operator does not make
himself well enough aequainted with the sensitiveness
of the parts to know how much trouble a little thing
may make.
Just look at this little piece and see how
much time was spent over it!
The

HOW
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was
down

the

lever

straps.
Nothing appeared to be wrong.
The roll was
raised clear of the board, and then the machine ran all
right.
Raising the roll showed where the trouble was
The leather forming the apron that keeps the chips
from the back (drawing out) roll had pulled away from
its fastenings

and

just

reached

under

the roll,

where

it

would catch and slip and produce the chattering.
Five
minutes’ work put the apron back and fastened it and |
the machine was as docile as a kitten
The first thought a man generally gives a chattering
roll is that some of the driving gears are broken, or that
the strapor whatever appliance is used to hold the lower roll down has allowed the gears to slip by, and he
naturally looks for the trouble at these places, and fail
ing to find it there, is apt to imagine something serious
has happened.
He breathes easier when he finds only
a shaving scraper, a little piece say two inches wide, is
the only trouble
Many little things like this occur occasionally in plan
ing mill work, that for the time being wake a man up
if he gets a little drowsy and begins to think things
can’t

go

any

way

but

right.

One

thing

is true:

If a

man is, as he always should be, thoroughly acquainted
with the condition of his machine (and this applies to
all kinds of machinery), he Is able to loeate trouble
quicker than the one who never knows whether a part
is in a condition which would lead him to anticipate a
break.
It is the unexpected that happens.
When a
bolt breaks and a set of Knives is stripped from the
head in the one-four-thousandth part of a minute, the
unexpected happens
and we are not prepared for the
exhibition.
I know a man
who prepared
himself
for just such
occasions by running out
of the mill on a keen
jump
when the first crack came, letting the machine take care

|

of itself.
One is supposed to be well enough posted on his ma
chine to put on Knives properly, but sometimes he fails
to see that the edge of the
shavings get under a knife.

lip is broken down so the
If one knife goes, the rest

get uneasy and want to go too, and as misfortunes sel
dom come singly, they generally get a chance to go
[ find about as good a way as any is to look the
head over after the knives are on, to see if there is a
possibility that shavings may drive under one or more
of the knives
There are lots of little things on which a machine
operator must be posted
Let me tell you of a little
“curiosity shop”
| got into a while back.
All at once
almost every piece would come out thin on the last end.
My first impression was that the pressure bar had
worked loose, but I found it tight.
My next was that
the drawing out roll had dropped.
The trouble was
not there.
Still the boards came out thin on the last
end.
As in such cases the culprit must be found,I
stopped, turned the head and rolls up, laid a straight
edge on

the

bed

and

brought

it out

so

it came

side cutters.
Here the trouble was apparent
that held the side cutter bar up had become
let the bar down,

and the hold-down

over

Fie. .—CLEPSYDRA

a pressure

would

be

thin.

After

up till the tables were
came

out

good

I lifted

the

side

If

| had

been

only

(1,540 Ib.) induced

the

bar

go

low,

comes a variation in matehing.
get a little loose, sometimes the

sometimes

high,

which

makes

the

kind

The
beds

matching

uneven

it

Is

not

any

more

in

Cases

like these

general construction of his machine
should be thoreughly conversant.
In
dent, always among the possibilities,
the machine has to be taken down, he
to go to work to dismantle it. Often a
ed, if a break occurs,
to get at what
if he

than

in

the

and

that an operator
any case of acei
where a part of
must know how
person not post

in

the

Wood

(7,700

was

Ib.),

while

apparent

with

at 300

a permanent

flatteningof 2°7 millime-

of

metal

which

is sent

to me

for investigation

of

CHARLEMAGNE.

For vessels of equal size, the Mongolians

has to pull the whole thing apart
had known how to do it he could

be

advantageous

simple

Worker.
LT

test

for

for

them

hardness

to avail

in taking

themselves

substituted

basins of different dimensions, so as to indicate the
hours of the day with their relative duration for each
season.
The time that it took the vessel to fill was
ealled
“gari.”
As there were several
*‘gari” in an
hour, an attendant struck upon a copper table as many
blows as ‘“‘garis” had passed from the last hour that

1,090 tons coefficient of elasticity, the first impression

was reached at 220 kilogrammes (484 lb.); with the
second, of 1,570 kilogrammes (3,454 Ib.) strength of
extension, 8,300 kilogrammes
(18,260 lb.) strength of
compression, and 1,100 tons coefficient of elasticity,
the first impression was attained at 250 kilogrammes
(550 lb.) The copper sustained a pressure of 31 kilogrammes (68°2 lb.) only, this sufficing to induce the first
permnanent impression.
it is a question for railway authorities if it would not

have gotten at by taking out a very few bolts.
It is
the knowing just how and where to look that make
these unpleasant parts of mill work easier.—Jonathan
Torrey

impression

its general qualities to the test for hardness | have mentioned, namely, crossed cylinders of 20 millimeters (0°787
in.) radius.
Besides the two steels, I have since tested
two cast irons and a soft copper for their hardness.
With the first cast iron, of 1,390 kilogrammes (3,058 Ib.)
per square centimeter (0°3937 in.) strength of extension,
7,480 kilogrammes (16,456 ib.) strength of compression,

surfacing,

the thin ends would not have shown, as I should have
used no hold-downs back of the side cutters.
Here is
where there often
side cutter frames

kilogrammes

ters (0°105 in.) in diameter.
This simple method of testing hardness has several
important advantages.
In the
first place, in the
operation
both tool and work piece are of the same
metal which it is desired to test.
Then all the conditions of the test are exactly registered, so that they
can easily be reproduced at any place in the same
manner.
In my laboratory, in future, I shall subject every

just level with the bed, the work

again.

3,500

kilogrammes (770 Ib.), and a pressure of 700 kilogrammes

tight,

cutter

of

the softer metal an

when the end of the board got away from the back
bar it would jump up, hence, almost invariably the
end

TO

the clepsydra in this article, but shall merely give
a deseription of the most characteristic apparatus.
The first clepsydras of which we find a mention in
history were of great simplicity.
If, in order to classify
them, we desired to give them a name, we might call
them submersion clepsydras.
This primitive system was employed by the people
of India. They laid upon the water small boats, which,
provided with an aperture in the bottom, at first swam
and then sank progressively in measure as the water
entered at the bottom, and, as the duration of the complete submersion was known, an approximate measurement of the time was thus obtained.
The Siamese employed an analogous method.
These
people, says Mr. Turpin, in the “Civil and Natural
History of Siam,” invented merely uncertain methods
of dividing time.
There were no clocks with wheel
work in the country.
The hours were determined with
a vessel into which water entered through a hole, and,
every time the vessel was full, hired men struck copper basins in order to give notice that a new hour had
sueceeded one that no longer existed.
But such processes gave merely approximate results, and so we find
the submersion clepsydra again being improved.

expended to this end, and this can therefore, without
further ado, be utilized asa criterion of the hardness
of the body.
The
experiment
succeeded
perfectly.
With
the
harder steel a definable impression was only reached at

; the bolt
loose and

being down

OFFERED

From an old print.)

he had announced

by a different

signal.

It was in Burma
that the submersion clepsydra
reached all the perfection compatible with the sil
jlicity of its operation.
Burma is spoken of by Mr.
Jubois de Janeigny in the following manner:
Among
the Brahmins of the palace from the coast of Core
mandel, from Ceylon and from Bengal, there is one

of this
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selected to watch the water clock that is located there,
We shall take all the more pleasure in speaking of |and acted by virtue of a certain quantity of water conand which is of the following form:
A vessel is filled these pieces in that we have had an opportunity of |tained in a tin vessel in the form of a ball, which rewith water and upon it there is placed a cup which is seeing the originals and have the good fortune to own | volved continuously through its own weight.
graduate
in the interior in such a way as to indicate one.
They are not very rare, however.
These clep-|
Despite the summary indications that we have as to
This cup is gradually sub- sydras consisted of a cylindrical tin box, flat at its two | this ps »sydra of Boece, we cannot deny that it rethe quarters of an hour.
We give | seuabled the drum clepsydra spoken of by Martinelli.
merged and there is thus obtained a division of the extremities, and in form quite like a drum.
time that is sufficiently accurate,
inks
here (Fig. 2, No. 3) only an internal section of the piece, |Perhaps these pieces were inspired by the Boece inDespite
the improvements introduced into this kind from the original, the general form being well known. | strument, in adinitting that they were not really the
of clepss iras, their precision was very doubtful, and so But we give a sketch of its alarm, as described by Mar- |offspring thereof.
It consists of a toothed wheel | In the books of Hiero Cardan, a physician of Milan,
they were
generally replaced by those in which there tinelliand Thimothee.
js a flow of water or a flow of water and a float.
They in the shape of a star, which, moved by a weight, actu- | who lived in the sixteenth century, we have a descripThe detent of the alarm is raised by | tion of a clepsydra that belonged to Sapor, king of the
consisted of a vessel, in the first case, that took a cer- ates the clapper.
tain tite to empty itself, and, in the second, to become the axis of the drum, which, in descending along the} Persians, and dates from the third century of our era.
lm the sixth century, Chovicius, of Gaza, described a
full.
.\s in the latter the float almost always required uprights, meets it at the selected hour opposite which
of
a mec
cal combination,
we shall speak of these 'it has previously been placed (Fig. 3, No. 3). The first |singular clock that was the most wonderful curiosity
his native city.
In this clock, brass eagles were placed
upon the same line in number equal to that of the
hours.
Each of them carried in its talons a crown that
it was ready to place upon the head of Hercules.
‘The
sun, invested with royal insignia, and carrying in his
left hand
the celestial globe, gave the signal.
He
stretched his right hand toward the gates when the
moment arrived, and Hercules at once appeared in
order to receive the recompense of his twelve labors, responding by order to one of the twelve hours of the
day.
But one of the most celebrated clepsydras that
| Arabian art has produced was that which Caliph
| Haroun-al-Raschid offered to Charlemagne.
The ad
| vent of this marvel produced so great an effect upon
| the people that the word clepsydra usually evokes in
|our mind the remembrance of the great Kmperor of the
| West.
| Inthe translation by Eginhard of Turley’s ‘* Public
land Private Life of the Very Glorious Emperor and
| King Charlemagne,” we read the following :
| Abdalla, ambassador of the kingof Persia, and two
}monks of Jerusalem, who were acquitting themselves
of a mission that had been confided to them by Patri

Bs

j XK

jarch Thomas,

presented

themselves

before

the

em

5

_—_
The two monks, who were named George and
‘elix, offered Charlemagne some presents that had
been sent him by the king of Persia, and that, among
other things, consisted of a gilded bronze clock con
structed with wonderful art.
A mechanism, run by
bul (f
water, indicated the hours, which were announced by
an equal numberof small brass balls that fell into a
copper basin.
At noon, twelve horsemen came out of
as many doors, which closed behind them.
There were
other wonderful things in this clock, but it would take
Fie. 2.—No. 1, EGYPTIAN
CLEPSYDRA.
N« ». 2, STONE
WATER
CLEPSYDRA
IN THE
too long tospeak of them here.
It was presented to
MUSEUM
OF CLUNY.
No. 3, SECTION
OF A TIN CLEPSYDRA
OF THE
SEVENthe emperor in his palace at Aix-la-Chapelle.
TEENTH
CENTURY.
At Tlemcen, says Abbot J. J. Le Bargas, among the
rare objects that are preserved in the Mechouar, there
mechanism
that
complicated
the
clepsydra
was
the
|
was
used for embellishing the meeting hall during the
more particularly when we come to the mechanical |
float.
The first trial of the float was very timid.
We) solemn night of Manla something
that most excited the
clepsydras.
The Persians formerly had a very primitive clepsydra read in the work called ‘‘The Conformity of the| admiration of the spectators, and that was a clock
known by the name of Khezaned-el-Mendjanah (** the
with a flow of water.
In certain countries, as we are Customs of the Indians with the Jews” that the Mon-|
told by General Nazar-Aga, they once employed
a golians had a water clock composed of two basins, one |clock apparatus”).
In the bot-|
This wonderful clock was ornamented with silver fig
method of measuring time that Mr. H. De
Villefosse of which was full and the other empty.
observed also at Tebessa.
As water was quite searce in tom of the latter was placed a large piece of cork that | ures of ingenious workwanship and of solid structure.
At the| Upon the upper plane of the-apparatus stood a shrub
summer, each landowner had the right to have water was easily capable of rising and descending.
to irrigate his fields only for a definite time, and ac- | edge of the basin there rose a small column upon which | upon which was perched a bird that hid its young ones
A serpent, coming out of its hole, situ
cording to the extent of his property.
So at the mo-| were marked the hours, which a small figure placed |under its wings.
The full basin |atedat the foot of the shrub, crept up into the branches
ment that the sluice was opened that was to allow | upon the cork indicated with a wand.
water to flow into the canals, the man in control held gradually discharged its contents into the empty one, | and threatened the little birds, which he wished to surin his hand a basin containing an aperture in the bot- The water raised the cork, and the small statue indi-| prise.
Near the cornice could be watched the natural course
tom, filled it with a definite quantity, and the sluice | cated upon the columns the hours that were marked|
of the moon during the night.
Upon the internal part
remained open only during the time that it took the} thereon.
It remains for us to study a clepsydra sent by Boece, |there were observed ten doors corresponding to ten
basin to erapty.
Finally, the same improvement that
we have noticed in the submersion clepsydras was also a Roman senator, to Gondebaud, king of the Burgun-| hoursof the night, and, in two of the sides, two other
introduced into the instruments from which water es- dians, which was complicated with several mechanical |doors, which were wider than the previous ones.
At
eaped.
In Greece, they filled a clay or metal vessel combinations, but the operation of which is unknown
the beginning of each hour, two eagles came out of the
two wide doors and began to gamnbol in a copper basin,
with water and placed it in a niche formed for this pur- to us,
pose ina wall.
At the lower extremity of the vessel | In a history trauslated in 1715 by Gervaise, proyost As in the preceding clepsydra, these two eagies allowed
there was a narrow tube through which the water escaped, drop by drop, and fell into a receptacle divided |
by lines that indicated the hours.
The water gradu- |
ribs
\
ally reached each of these divisions and thus marked
the different parts of the day and night.
Salomon de Caus also studied clepsydras, and, applying the ancient methods, proposed different water
clock problems.
His problem 7, for example, which is

TIE.

fyi

entitled

‘‘For

making

a

clock

with

the

stream

of

a

natural fountain, and that will run very accurately|
without having to be wound up every day,” is very cu- |
rious (Fig. 3, No. 1).
In a book by Jacques Besson there is an engraving of |
astructure in the middleof which there is represented |
a statuette actuated by water and marking the hour|
with a wand (Fig. 3, No. 2).
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clepsydra of the seventeenth century.
This piece, |
which is decorated with blue enameled ornaments, |
consists of two superposed basins connected by quite
light uprights and leaving a space between the two
Vessels.
We think we ought to classify among the simple
clepsydras, as approaching those in which there is a|
flow of water and as marking a transition from these|
to the mechanical ones, the instrument called the drum
clepsydra.
A description of this and the method of
making it are given in Dominique
Martinelli
de
Spolete’s ‘Treatise upon Elementary Clocks, or the
Method of Making Clocks with Water, Earth, Air and
Fire” (Venice, 1663).
_ According to him, these pieces were capable of marking the hours, the days, the week, the day of the
month, the month, the phases of the moon, ete.
He
made them with striking apparatus and alarms, and
even, according to the text of the composition of a

watch,

‘like the one seen

upon

the Grand

Plaza of

H

ian.
Fie.

3—No.

1, CLEPSYDRA BY
BESSON.

No. 2, CLEPSYDRA
SALOMON DE CAUS.
No. 3, CLEPSYDRA WITH ALARM.

Venice, with the Moors who strike the hours, and the
three kings who, in passing, salute the holy Virgin.”
We find this translation again in the ‘‘ Mathematical of the church of Saint Martin, at Tours, we find the
and Physical Recreations of Ozanam” (1694), and then following fact: The Burgundians, a churlish people,
in part only in the ** General Treatise upon Clocks ” of | being then at Rome, saw sun dials and hydraulic clocks
the Rev. Father Alexandre, a Benedictine of the Con- |there which they wondered at because they did not
gregation of Saint Maur (1734), who wrongly attributes | know the structure of them. They besought Theodorie,
the invention of the drum clepsydra to Dom Charles | king
of the Ostrogoths, to send some to Gondebaud,
Vailly, a monk of the same order as himself, in 1690.| their king, as beirg a thing that might prove very
This clepsydra was invented long before that time. |pleasing to him.
In order to satisfy them, Emperor
In our researches in the National Library we have
|'Theodorie wrote to Boece, the most skillful mathemafound among the prints a prospectus with engravings |tician in Italy.
His letter is from the style of Cassiorepresenting
the Martinelli clepsydra as having been|dorus, secretary of Theodoric.
Boece responded to

invented by the Rev. Father Dom Thimothee Langlois, \the wishes

of "Mheodoric.

He

brought

in the most

a Barnabite, in the vear 1693, and for which Sieur | skillful masters from all sides, and he himself worked
Juflos obtained the privilege of the king.
He retailed|on the construction of the clepsydras.
These latter
them, says the prospectus, in his houseon Vieille-Mon-| marked
exactly the course of the sun, moon
and
|Stars. They were without wheels, weights or springs,
hale Street, near the Singe Vert.

BY JACQUES

|a copper ball that they held in their bill to drop into
|the basin.
At the same instant the serpent, which had
| reached the top of the shrub, hissed and then bit one
| of the young birds, which the mother was powerless to
Then the small door that corresponded to the
|defend.
hour indicated opened and allowed a young female
|glave of rare beauty to come out.
The latter moved
| forward, put her left hand before her mouth asif to

| salute the sovereign, who presided

at the meeting, and

| held in the right a book upon which were engraved
| some verses that indicated the hour and at the same
| time eulogized the Caliph.
This curious clepsydra appeared for the first time at
the fete of the Manted of the vear 760 of the Hegira,
under the reign of Abbou-Hammou II.

Clepsydras

have

been

replaced by clocks

provided
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until a pressure of 5,000 pounds had been reached.
with weights and an eseapement that have borrowed
SELECTED
FORMUL®.
from them the greater part of their astronomical or |Consequently, 4,000 pounds, at which all the tubes are
| Watchmaker’s
Oil. —Take the purest and lightest sy.
These apparatus show what, in | tested, is far below the limit of elasticity, and 2,000
functions
automatic
pounds, which is the maximum pressure under which |oil obtainable, and place it in a retort with eight ti
man’s efforts have been to obtain a measure
all tiines
Boil it for ten minu
From this point of view alone, it is well | the reservoirs are used in the Hardie motors, must be its weight of absolute alcohol.
ment
of time
considered
to be absolutely safe beyond the possibility idecant the liquid and allow it to cool, then let
to recall the history of them.—Planchon, in La Nature
of rupture, and even if a rupture should occur, there evaporate until its volume is reduced to a fifth; fi!
‘4
would be no dangerof flying pieces or of any serious and keep it in well stoppered and sealed bottles.
is suitable for the finest horologieal work.
accident.
AND
AMBER,
ANCIENT
MODERN
Brilliant Black Varnish for Metals.—
Parts by W:
THAN amber there is searce another substance around
10
Spirit of turpentine. .
NEW
COCK
FOR
COMPRESSED
OR
which
has grown
many
myths,
fables,
and quaint
Sulphur
‘
e
LIQUEFIED
GAS
RECEPTACLES.
imaginations
he substance itself was known almost
Melt the sulphur till a brown tint appears, then
to the first dwellers on the earth ; the beginning of the
DucRETET & LEJEUNEK recently presented the essence of turpentine.
MEssRS
Articles to be varnis!
overland
trade in amber is lost in the mists of prehis
to the Academy of Sciences a new cock designed to be
with this must first be warmed.
torie
times;
and
it is believed that a traffic in it was
used in vessels containing Lquefied or compressed gas.
earried on to some
extent
as early as the Stone Age
Lacquer for Oxidized Silver.—
\ll those
who make frequent use of compressed oxygen
Parts by W:
while amber ornaments are found in the prehistorie re
know
by experience
that this gas, when sent too
pe
nainsof Egypt, Greece
and Italy
Prized by the beau
by the simple turn of the cock of the recepta- |
quickly
Red arsenic
aie
fies of
Greece
ind Rome,
it was one of the first com
cle, into an expander or directly into the rubber tube
Essence lavender...
modities which led the aucients to take an interest in| gyed to an oxyhydrogen lamp, sometimes produces a
Gold Lacquers for Metals.—
Parts by W
the utmost
northern
boundaries
of the then known
nO
world
Its peculiar properties of attracting certain
(1) Gum sandarac.
nO
substances when rubbed ; of holding
within its trans
Seed lac
mat
its curious origin, and
24
lucent depths immured bodies
Venetian turpentine
6
Dragon’s blood
all these have tended to make am
its inherent beauty
»
ber one of the objects of
interest
and admiration from
Gamboge gum ...
2
time immemorial
Therefore it is only in the nature of
Spirit of turpentine
esse 400
write
books
things that learned men should
about it
This is prepared by dissolving all the solid substan
as they have.
The last one on the subject has just been
in the spirit of turpentine over the water bath.
published by Messrs. Sampson Low & Co., and is entitled
Parts by Wet
“The
Tears of the
Heliades
This
poetical
title is
(2) Gum sandarae.....
illustrative of the stvle in which the subject is treated
Seed lac...
by its learned author, Mr.
W. Arnold Buffum—himself
Dragon’s blood
one
of the
greatest
living
collectors
of
this
beautiful
Gamboge gui
vem

From

research,

from

investigation,

and

from

Turmeric.

a

deep love of his subject, Mr. Buffum writes as one hav
ing authority
His little work is full of allusions to the
ancient writers,
his every page
poetry

of

the

Ground glass....
Spirit of turpentine.
-«»
1,000
These are dissolved as before over the water bath
that is to say, in a jacketed pan, in which the water
boils in the outer case, and then 50 parts by weight of
liquefied Venetian turpentine are added.

and quotations from the classies adorn
Indeed, the book is imbued
with the
beautiful

which he writes.
nected
with
and

and

romantic

vellow

stone

of

Space fails to tell of the legends con
the uses
made
of these wonderful

Parts by Weight.

‘sun stones,”
these “clotsof sunshine,” whieh Homer
did not disdain to mention, and which Shakespeare re- |

(3) Spirit of turpentine
Linseed oil varnish

ferred to.
Those who would know more of this doubly
attractive subjeet must go for it to Mr. Buffur’s pleas
ant and well written little book, the interest of which
Is enhanced
by Somme pretty illustrations,
including a

colored
cent

representation

amber,

which

of a Cilician

is one

of

the

most

neeklaceof irides
beautiful

things

sses

Se
12
12

STOPCOCK
FOR
RECEPTACLES
CONTAININ(
COMPRESSED
OR LIQUEFIED GAS.

Dissolve the resin, then add the oil, finally the spirit
of turpentine.
Parts by Weight

50
(4) Spirit of turpentine.
25
Boiled linseed oil
on
a“)
Amber....
violent explosion, and, in the second case, a combustion
Parts by Weight
Golden Lacquer for Co pper.—
TEST
OF
A COMPRESSED
AIR
RESERVOIR
of the rubber
Seed lac .
. eee
Messrs. Berthelot & Vieille recently pointed out the|
TAKEN
FROM
A HARDIE
MOTOR
AFTER
Ground glass..... ne
danger that liquefied acetylene may present under the |
HAVING
BEEN
IN
USE
TWO
YEARS.
Amber
same circumstances, when it is allowed to flow too sud
By HERMAN HAuPT
Dragon's blood ..
denly into an expander or into another reservoir of
Giamboge gum
The danger would be permanent in
TEKST made at the works of the Watson Stillman small capacity.
Saffron
the
hands
of
every
one.
Company,
No. 204 East Forty-third Street, New York.
Borie acid
‘
Messrs.
Duecretet & LeThe
new
cock
devised
by
We have this day witnessed the test by hydraulic
It does not permit the |
jeune offers yreater security.
This is macerated in su
pressure of the Mannesman tube, 5 feet long, 8 inches
rapid
exit
of
the
gas,
even
when
the
serew,
V,
is
solid
matter,
and
then
filtered.
diameter, and 7
thick.
It Is understood
‘ millimeters
In the interior of this cock
that this tube has been in use upon Hardie air motor quickly maneuvered.
Jewel Lacquer. —
»y Weight.
there is a valve, S, that has a permanent and regulated
90
for about
two
years,
carrying
air pressure at 2,000
Seed lac
exit orifice.
Consequently, the valve permits of a
pounds to the square inch
30
Gamboge gun.
30
The tube was first submitted to a hydraulie pressure rapid re-entrance of the gas for the filling of the reAmber... .
of 2,150 pounds, when it was struck several blows with ceptacle, D, but prevents an abrupt exit of the gas, as
2
Dragon’s blood
An abnormal introduction of the
a 14 pound sledge, having a3 foot handle.
The sledge has just been said.
Saffron
;
gas into the expander or into the distributing conduit
being swung from the end of the handle and weighing,
Sandal wood oil
2
is thus avoided.—La Nature.
with the handle,
16 pounds.
These blows made no im
Aleohol (95°).....
‘a
600
pression
whatever
The resins are rendered soluble in the usual manner,
A second application of pressure was then made up
and
the
ordinary
method
for
the
preparation
of
varThe Bads Channel, through the South Pass of the
to 5,000 pounds per square inch, at which point the
Mississippi River, is threatened by the existing crevasse nishes is followed.
tube
began
to stretch, and
between
5,000 and 6,000
Transparent Lacquer.—
Parts by Weight.
in Pass a lOutre, and Senator Caffery, of Louisiana, is
pounds the tube increased one-eigath of an inch cir
Powdered gum sandarac
cumferentially,
when we had to change the pumps to seeking an appropriation of $250,000 for repairs at this|
7
Turpentine
point, and practically asks that this sum be deducted
‘secure a higher pressure
saeckhenne
28
Spirit of turpentine
At 6,100 pounds the tank
began to stretch
over
a from the $500,000 due to the heirs of James B. Eads in
The heirs vigorously protest against this propogum
Dissolve the turpentine and the powdered
small area at a point near its center, and continued to 1900.
do so until it was ruptured, at about 6,150 pounds sition ; they say it is no part of their duty to close this sandarac over a water bath, in the spirit of turpentine.
break, although they have actually expended $200,000 Before this varnish is used the bottle should be expressure,
They affirm their entire posed to the sun for about an hour.
The character of the rupture was a mere split in the in a vain attempt to do so.
steel, 18 inches long.
No pieces were detached and the ability to maintain a deep channel in the South Pass
Lacquer for Optical Instruments.—
A syndiParts by Weight.
fracture was quite regular in its form, showing high until 1900, and then their responsibility ends.
Copal
10
ductility in the material and freedom trom any liability cate is said to be already formed in New Orleans to
deepen
the
Southwest
Pass
by
jetties,
and
a
similar
|
Essence lavender
to projeet detached pieces in case of a rupture.
;
syndicate will probably be formed to care for the South |
Powdered camphor....
Signed : THE WATSON STILLMAN COMPANY,
Pass Channel after 1900 in the mereantile and maritime
*. H. STILLMAN, Proprietor,
Dissolve the copal and camphor in essence of lavenMeanwhile der, then warm sufficient spirit of turpentine to obtain
Others in attendance certified to the accuraey of the interestsof the people of the Southwest.
Congress is asked to repair the damage which originally the necessary fluidity for the varnish, and add the
above report
‘
It is to be observed that the tube tested had been in started by oystermen in digging a harbor in Pass a mixture slowly to this.
rOutre for their boats.
use in one of the Hardie air motors for a period of two
Red Lacquer for White Metal.—
Parts by Weight.
years under a pressure of 2,000 pounds, thus indicating
20
Seed lac
.
that there had been no perceptible deterioration in use| A fact to be noted, in view of the various and diverse
11
Powdered sandarac.....
and supporting the assertion that the duration of the opinions concerning acetylene, is that the article is find- |
5
Turmeri¢c
reservoirs nay be considered as indefinite, and that no ing its way into the print works, dye houses and |
3
Essence
lavender
i
allowance in estimates of Cost of operation need be bleacheries of England.
The coolness of the flame, |
Red sandalwood....
3
made tor their renewals or repairs
\s these reservoirs
with its great luminosity, is spoken of as constituting
Aleohol
pnenenehes
os
140

found

in this wicked

world

Reduce all these solids into very fine powder and dissolve them in the alcohol, either over a water bath or
over a sand bath, the latter being preferable.
Yellow Lacquer for White Metal.—
Parts by Weight.
Gum lac
.
‘ea
190
Small mastic
on
80
Venetian turpentine
76
rEST

OF

A COMPRESSED
HARDIE

AIR

RESERVOIR

MOTOR.

FROM

A

Dragon’s blood...
Gamboge gum..

...

Aleohol
ts. Been aes
Proceed as in the recipe above.
Varnish for Polished Copper.—
Gum sandarac

45
50

1,500
Parts by Weight.

110
in ordinary | the chief point in its favor, and it is said to be produced
38
steam locomotives, which are the principal sources of there now
by very simple means.
While, however, it
5
Glycerine
expense, it is evident that the repairs of a compound
is a thoroughly clean, good light for the textile coloring |
in
sufficient
aleohol
and
add
Dissolve
the
two
resins
air motor must be considerably less than those of an trades, there is one point of special consideration in
ordinary steam locomotive
volved in its use ; that is, on account of its white light | the glycerine.
Varnish for Steel (Dress Swords, e tc.)—
Other tests have been made of the rupture of these textile colorists have assumed its valuable adaptation
Parts by Weight.
(7um sandarac. .
ee
at
15
tubes, one of which, 8 inches in diameter, expanded 48 for matching colors, whereas, as a matter of fact, it is
Small
mastic....
of an inch before fracture, showing extraordinary due
as uncertain with shades asis the gas light, and com
tility, and in all the tests made in Germany and else
pound shades, viewed in the acetylene light, vary ac
Camphor. ...
.
where upon these tubes no fragments were ever de
cording to the proportion of their constituent colors.
tached and the fracture was always of the same char
Experiments made in this direction in Seotland prove
Dissolve the whole over the water bath in sufficient
vcter, a simple longitudinal rent usually near the.mid
that, although to appearance acetylene gives a much alcohol for the purpose.
This varnish is used cold.
It
lle of the tube
whiter and purer light than coal gas, the effects are al preserves the blade from rust, and is transparent.
It appears that the tubes did not begin to stretch | most identical in color examination,
Bulletin of Pharmacy,
take the place of the boilers and fire boxes
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Belgium !s followed the example of Italy in adoptjug 24 hour
‘ime on the railroads and in the post and

telegraph

wilices.

A new method of increasing the durability of leather
peltingg used
in driving machinery
consists
:
one
; in emcleaned belt in a composition of several
bedding
heating ; moderately.
This adds fat to
silicates (0
re
: belts
wt their pliability, but abstracts it from
whieh
ha
already have too much. Perhaps owing to
those wh
the moist
present, belts which have stretched return
inal length and subsequently resist tension
to;their «
to an incredible degree.
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The Springfield Republican announces that an electric
road will soon be built to the summit of Mount Tom,
near Holyoke, Mass.
A proposal for supplying the Hauraki gold fields in
New Zealand with electric power is now under discussion.
The generating
power is to be obtained from
the Huka Falls of the
Waikato River, near Lake Tau-

po, distant about 80 miles from Te Aroha, on the south-

ern fringeof the gold mining area, and about 160 miles
from the outermost point of the gold area at Cape Colville.
The power would be transmitted over a rugged
mountain region. The water that passes over the Huka
Falls is said to be in volume equal to all probable requirements.
It is proposed that the work shall be undertaken by the government.

17633

1103.
MISCELLANEOUS

NOTES.

The insurance against want of work society in Switzerland, which we noticed las year, has been dissolved.
*\A knowledge of the existence of this system of insur
ance had drawn to St. Gall a considerable number of
unemployed from other parts of Switzerland, with the
object of obtaining support at the expense of resident
laborers.”
The exportation of wood and wooden ware, lumber,
wooden boxes, staves and shingles from
the United
States
to foreign countries—chiefly England and Canada
amounted in value last year to more than $20,000,000,

The importation of wood and wooden

manufactures of

all kinds amounted to $17,060,000, showing a small bal
ance on the side of the United States.

Articles
of incorporation of a pioneer railroad for
Among the curious uses to which iron has been placed
Alaska have been filed at Seattle, Wash. The new
Many great iron manufacA process is being tried in England for depositing is that of visiting cards.
eoneern is to have a capital stock of $1,000,000,
and is
turers
have had the metal rolled in sheets so thin that
copper electrolytically in the form of sheets and tubes
Navigation
called the Pacifie & Aretie Railway and
Pass,
it
has
been
successfully
employed
for this social use. It
Chilkat
direct
from
the
matte
or
precipitate.
The
essence
of
crosses
Its proposed route
Company.
the invention is in the method of making the deposit is interesting to know that the cards of Count Renard
whieh will do away with the greatest hardship incident
are
1-1000
part
of
an
inch
thick,
those
of Baron Krupp
homogeneous.
In the usual process this is sought to
It is also proposed to run
Yukon.
to the trip into the
| be done by a continual polishing with agate, but this 1-820 part of an inch and Count Harrach’s 1-640 part
boatson Summit Lake and the upper portions of the
method is not a suecess.
In the process now being of an inch,
Yukon, so that passengers and supplies can be carried
tried a body impregnated with a greasy matter is so
to the gold inining regions.
A new use for old horse cars has been discovered at
placed that, if any irregularities occur in the deposi
Cripple Creek, Col.
A number of short cars were retion of the metal, the projeeting portions touch the cently purchased at Denver from the Woeber Brothers
Fares on Belgian railways will be changed considerably after May 1. Hitherto a higher fare has been | greasy body and thereby become covered with grease,
Car Company, and have been fitted up as restaurants.
thus confining
the deposition
to the hollow portions.
charged for express trains than for local or accommo
They have been placed side by side,
the ends and seats
dation trains.
Heneeforth fares will be uniform except When the surface becomes level again, the grease is au- removed, and chairs and tables introduced.
Others
|
tomatically
rubbed
off.
So
little
pressure is put on the have been spliced together and used for sleeping purfor the so-called international trains.
Also, prices of
third-class
commutation
tickets and
workingmen’s |surface that the lamination does not occur, and tests for poses, small shops, ete.
tickets will be reduced 10 per cent.
To compensate for |strength show a breaking stress of 45,000 to 52,000
Ghent will soon be greatly transformed.
Close to
the loss, the price of second-class tickets will be ad | pounds per square inch, with an elongation of 10 to 20
gether in the center of the old city are a numberof
per cent., which are very high figures.
vanced 1244 per cent. (5 per cent. of commutation), and
great
monuments
of
Gothic
architecture,
the
Belfry,
that of first-class tickets 25 per cent. (10 per cent. of
There is an interesting system of electric tramways St. Bavon Cathedral, the church of St. Nicholas, the
eouttation or season tickets).—Uhland’s. Wochen
|buing built in Genoa, Italy.
There is no city in the Cloth Hall, the Town
Hall, and the manor house of
sehrift
| world of the size built on such a steep sidehill as Gerard the Devil.
The city authorities have borrowed
At the end of 1895, out of 317 miles of the Salonica | Genoa, and, to overcome the sharp gradients existing, 70,000,000 franes, a large part of which will be devoted
tunnels have had to be pierced in to tearing down the intervening buildings and such as
Constantinople Junction Railway, 210 miles were open |several spiral
for traffic. The company possessed 29 locomotives, 10 ithe hillside, through which the electrical cars rise interfere with the view, and leaving the monumental
The system inside the structures in a large public park in the heart of the
passenger carriages, 526 covered and 200 open goods |from one level to the other.
will, when built, aggregate some thirty miles town.
trucks, most of which were not in use.
The traffic was ltown
Besides the town
lines, lines are being
far below what had been expected, and there seemed to }of track.
The oldest industry in England is still earried on at
built from Genoa to Nervi, Genoa to Voltri, and Genoa
be little reason to hope for any great development,
The aggregate of these latter lines the village of Brandon, on the borders of Norfolk and
even after the completion of the line, which was antici- |to Pontedecimo.
Suffolk,
and is in a flourishing condition. It is a manu
pated in April or May, but it must be remembered that | will be some forty miles, and alternating transformer
facture of gun and tinder box flints.
It appears that
the construetion of the line was undertaken to a great substations will be used, somewhat similar to the sys- there is no regular flint factory, but the work
is done in
extent for strategetical reasons.
The receipts from the tem now running in Dublin.
little sheds, often at the back of the townfolks’ cottages.
passenger traffic were about £48,000 and from goods
An interesting experiment is being made
by the It will naturally be asked : Who wants tinder box flints
traffic about £36,000. The traffic on the Salonica-Zibe- Glasgow Town Council with eleetrieal clocks, says In- and gun flints in these days of phosphorus matches
fetehé and Salonica-Monastir lines has also been disap | dustries and Iron.
The dials have been tested at the and Martini-Henrys?
The answer to the question is
pointing, says the Engineer.
| observatory, and nine dials have been placed in vari- that there is a good trade in tinder box flints with Spain
|
ous
parts
of
the
city.
The
hands
of
the
dials
advance
and
Italy,
where
the
tinder
box still keeps its ground in
The statement issued by Lloyds regarding the world’s |
ship building in 1896 shows that the net increase of the in stepsof half a minute, and show Greenwich mean rural districts.
time
within
a
fraction
of
a
second
at
the
moment
the
world’s mercantile tonnage for the year is 842,000 tons,
Temperatures of Bunsen Flame with Blue and Greenish
hands advance.
A second before the full or half minthe sailing tonnage being reduced by 264,000 tons and
Inner Cones.—
the steam tonnage increased by 1,106,000 tons, says the jute the time shown is therefore twenty-nine seconds
Blue Iuner
Greenish Inner
islow.
The motion of the hands is caused by an eleeone.
Cone,
Engineering and Mining Journal.
Of the total, 299,421
Degrees.
Degrees
tons of steam and 108,810 tons of sailing vessels (total |trie current exciting an electromagnet at intervals of
Tip of inner cone...... paenwe -.
1,000
1,575
half
a
minute.
Both
cireuits
inelose
the
regulating
108,131 tons) were built outside of the United Kingdom.
Center of outer cone .. ......
1,533
1,680
automatically closes both cireuits every
During 1896, exclusive of warships, 696 vessels of 1,159,- | clock, which
Tip of outer cone .......
>:
10%
1,545
1 tons gross (628 steamers of 1,113,831 tons and 68 |}minute at the thirtieth and sixtieth second, so that
Side of outer cone level with
the
dials,
when
once
set,
exhibit
the
same
time
as
the
sailing vessels of 45,920 tons) were launched
in the
the tip of inner cone......
1,333
1,511
The latter, in its turn, is continuously
United Kingdom.
The warships launched at both main regulator.
government and private yards amount to 55 of 163,958 j}controlled by an alternating current, which passes
The ratios of gas to air in the blue and greenish non
every
second
through
the
standard
clock
at
the
obtons displacement.
The total output of the United
luminous combustions is about, in the blue 1 volume
Kingdom for the year, therefore, was 751 vessels of | servatory and an electromagnet attached to the pen- of gas to 2°27 of air, and in the green 1 volume of gas to
| dulum of the regulator clock.
1,323,709 tons,
3°37 of air.
The Japanese are not only extending their roads and
There is a general idea that lead shot are made
The Turbinia, which has a Parson's steam turbine en- | railways
for ordinary
business purposes, but, says spherical by falling from a height.
The only purpose
gine, is 100 ft. long and 9 ft. beam, with a displacement
the Indian and Eastern Engineer, also seem deter- of lofty shot towers is to give the shot a chance to cool
of about 42 tons.
The engines weigh only 4% tons. mined to utilize the resources of science for pleasure
and
harden
as
they
tumble.
They
are
just as perfect
Steam is supplied by a single water tube boiler, with and health. One of the most favorite districts in the
spheres when they start from the top as when they
1,100 ft. of heating surface and
42 sq. ft. of grate surneighborhood of Yokohama is that around Hakone reach the well of water two hundred feet or so below.
face. There are two furnaces, one at each end of the | and Miyanoshita, about forty miles distant, and at an
boiler, fired fore and aft from two closed stokeholds. elevation of fully 2,000 feet above the level of the sea. The usefulness of the water is merely as a soft cushion
Shot cannot be made from pure lead,
The boiler carries 225 pounds pressure, reduced at the One of the ordinary railways goes within a compara- }| to receive them.
turbines to 150 pounds.
She attained the, for so small tively short distance of Hakone; but now an electric but an admixture of arsenic causes the lead to form
globules,
like
mereury.
The molten mixture is placed
a vessel, extraordinary speed of 29°6 knots on the measrailway is being made between that and Miyanoshita lin a big iron saucepan with perforated bottom, and
ured mile, and there was a total absence of vibration.
and some of the neighboring stations.
We learn, how- the drops falling through are the shot.
They must fall
The propellers used are of very fine- pitch, and driven ever, that the promoters are meeting with considersome distance in order to get time to cool and harden.
at a speed of considerably over 2,400 revolutions per| able diffienlty, as the ———
thereabout—the
minute.
If the stated results can be obtained on a coolies, jinriksha pullers and Kago bearers—see in the A bateh thus made, they are scooped out of the water,
moderate consumption of fuel, they will have an im- railway a menace to their already more than scanty tumbled about in a revolving barrel with plumbago,
and finally put through a series of sieves, to sort them
portant influence on high speed propulsion at sea.—The
income.
It is, however, expected that the work will be into sizes for market.
Engineer, London.
completed before May of next year, when the summer
A French zine producing company several years ago
visitors begin to flock to the district.
The trolleys are
A process has been brought forward in Sweden, by to run from Kozu, following the older horse tramway
organized a system for the determination of wages and
Olm and Loftrand, for extracting gold or bismuth from to Odawara and Yumoto, thence to Miyanoshita.
As for limited profit sharing institutions to aid their workores by means of melted lead; the process can be ap- there could scarcely be a more unpleasant road in ingmen to become house owners, for aid aud insurance
plied to mineral mixtures containing, for example, iron places than that between Miyanoshita and Yumoto,
funds, savings banks and other institutions intended to
ores, limestone, bismuth, native gold, quartz or sili- the company should make a success out of the under- better the intellectual and moral condition of its emcates, and even when the mixtures are =o poor in gold taking, even if they only charge one-half the rates by ployes.
After many years’ trial of the system they reand bisimuth that it would otherwise be unprofitable to the present methods.
port as follows:
“ All that we can state is that up to
work them.
The method now brought forward conthe present time, despite the diversity of countries and
The German
Agricultural Society has arranged a varietyof industries in which we are engaged, we have
sists in placing the ores in a bath of melted lead, keeping it as free as possible from any contact with the air. prize competition among power-driven plows, intended never had a strike in any one of our establishments,
more especially to encourage and dovdlen the applica- and that we have succeeded in obtaining a remarkable
To gold ores which contain little or no bismuth, enough
of the latter substance is added to reduce the melting tion of electrical power to the working of plows and degreeof stability in our corps of employes as regards
pointof the alloy as far as possible, in this way pre- other agricultural implements, says the Electrical Re- the length of their employment, since, with an average
view.
The society considers that, for many reasons, of 6,500 employes, the average length of the time they
venting oxidation of the alloy and loss of metal which
would otherwise result.
‘The bath made use of for |the application of electricity to agricultural driving have been employed has exceeded twelve years.”
This
|
promises
considerable success, especially on account of is certainly a remarkable showing, and implies great
this purpose is filtered through a cylinder, the bottom
of which consists of a perforated sheet of metal cov- the facility which electricity offers for transmitting executive ability upon the part of the heads of the esIn the trials which tablishments.
_ With a layer of asbestos, pieces of iron wire and power to considerable distances.
will be made by the society, non-electrical plows will
coal dust
Five years ago there were comparatively few beer
also be tested, so that a comparison may be made of
To-day
The use of compressed
air in operating the pneumatic the relative efficiency of the different systems.
The mugs in this country, says the Home Journal.
broom recently introduced at the railway yards of the tests will be made with plows only, since it is consid- they are to be found everywhere, and there is an apSanta Fé line in Chieago for sweeping cars has proved ered that only small alterations will be required to ap- parently increasing demand tor them. The home of
Special attention the beer mug is in Germany, but now Gertaany does
# great success in its application to carpets and uphol- ply the power to other implements.
stery. Several hundred yards from the cars, says the will be attached to the conveyance of the arrangements not use as many, particularly of the more elaborate
Times- He rald, is the power house, in which is the from field to field.
A first prize of 3,000 marks and a varieties, as the United States. They are shipped now
powerful engine for compressing air which is to do second prize of 1,000 marks will be given for the best all over the world from Germany, the United States
room
service;
through
long underground
pipes of plow driven by any kind of power, and a special prize taking the greatest number and the most costly.
The
about two inches diameter the compressed air is carried for the best electrically driven plow.
At the trial a same varieties, so dealers say, cannot be found in Gerto the tracks ; here arubber hose is attached to the con- piece of heavy and a piece of light land will be assigned many, for they are made for and shipped directly to
And here it is not the large German
hection, at the end of this hose being a long handled to each plow, and the following points will be noted: this country.
nozzle, the latter consisting of an iron pipe a little 1, the time taken for the plowing; 2, the weight of earth element of the population which absorbs the stock.
larger than and about the same length as a broom moved; 3. the consumption of fuel by the motor; 4, the Americans are the purchasers, and they buy quite as
—
One end of this pipe is inserted into the rub- power consumed between the motor and the plow; 5, often for dining room ornamentation as for anything
The beer mug,
er hose, and upon the other end is a brass fixture the cost of the plowing, including fuel, water, lubri- else, though for practical use as well.
hearly &
foot wide, a narrow slit running from one side cants, attendance,
repairs, interest and depreciation. or stein, is used here to some extent among Germans as
gifts
and
prizes
in
song
vereins,
and—still
another odd
of this to the other, say about 4 of an ineh in width.
Full information about this interesting competition
Through this aperture the compressed air issues at the will be found in the Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift, No- feature—they are said to be used more for that purpose
rate of seventy-five cubic feet a minute
here than in Germany.
vember 12, 1896, p. 712,
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|tempting to have it restored.
Being deterr
by the
| royal decision from trifling with the original marie, th,
savants called for competitive designs showing
how the
Venus would probably have appeared before |\, r rhiut)
lation.
This was followed by a large number
«f Ing

later by admissions made by M. Brest, vice consul of
‘| France at Milo, and by the revelations of M. Matterer.
THERE has always been considerable controversy
Fearing to lose the precious treasure on account of all
over the original condition of the world-famed statue |the obstructions placed in their way, the officers of the
which is, perhaps,
the crowning glory of the Louvre, gunboat undertook to carry the statue away by force.
the interest largely being in the position of the arms.
Then ensued a regular battle between the Grecian and
The seemingly impenetrable mystery which surrounds Turkish sailors and.the French, and it was in this strugthe goddess resulted in the enthusiastic study of this gle, says M. Brest, that the statue was mutilated.
In
statue
by
French,
English,
German,
Swedish and order to save the sailors from blame and M. de MarAmerican
archeologists
and
students
of
art
In 1854
cellus from the accusation of vandalisin, it was decided
M. Jean
Aicard exhumed a report of Dumont d@'Ur
that the Venus of Milo must be presented to the world
ville. written at Milo on April 16, 1820. The latter claim- as having been discovered by the peasant, Gorgos, as
ed to have been one of the first to see the treasure,
incomplete and mutilated as she was when given into
having been an ensigu on a French naval vessel which charge of the officers of the gunboat.
The order was
given out that a mistake had been made by those who
had discovered the statue, who claimed to have seen
the statue with arins when discovered.
In i898, considerable attention was given to the subject of the missing arms of the statue.
Not long agoa
letter was received from a naval officer which read as
THE

RESTORATION

OF

THE

VENUS

DE

MILO

follows

nious interpretations.
L’Illustration

has

tions of the different

-

given

some

interesting

attempts of restoring the

Ustra.

Venn.

de Milo.
Our engravings are taken from this j urna)
as well as the foregoing ghenpes
The folk
Ww are
a few of a number which have been selected
{x j}}ys
tration :
| Mr.. Stillman, . of the Century Magazine, who has
studied the subject very carefully, poses a stri| ng fig

:

** Messieurs:

I have

just

learned

by chance

of the

scientific
past few

discussions which have been going on for the
years on the subject
of the Venus de Milo,
which
I was in entire ignorance, owing to a!

and of
fifteen years’ absence

Squadron

des

from

Europe.

I ciaim

of the Levant, commanded

Rotours,

the honor

of having

in the month of March,
Milo, with her arms.

1820, the

for

the

by M. le Baron

been

the

first to see,

celebrated

Venus de

“ This squadron was composed of the cruiser Esper-

ance, commanded by Des Rotours, captain of the vessel; the gunboat
Estafette, commanded
by Robert,
land the transport
Lionne,
commmanded
by Duval
d’Ailly.
|
“If you will now have the kindness to glance over
| the maritime notes attached to my father’s log book
you may decide that they bring a new element to the
|problem of the origin of che Venus
de Milo.
He
|formally and definitely states the condition in which
she was found.
As to the manner in which she was
carried away, my father says nothing, as he could not,
not having been present.
But I have o.ten heard him
repeat from hearsay the details of the great difficulty
|of transporting the marble to the seashore, that this
operation was effected by means of ropes, and that
they were obliged to work secretly and at night, as the
Turks
had
forbidden the
sale of objects of art to

| strangers.
The

written

I remain, gentlemen, ete.,
* Marquis DE TroGorr-LAVAUX.”

following

day

is

by day

the

by

text

of

the

the young

marginal

notes

midshipman,

De

Trogoff

The

lav in the

Venus

harbor.

Milo

In this

at the

report,

Louvre

which

to his commander,
he relates the
ery which
a peasant made
at the

he addressed

details of the diseov
end of the month of

March
her left
‘She (the statue) represents a nude woman
hand is uplifted and holds an apple ; the right grasps
a mantle,

which

hips and

falls to

arms

have

from the body
Several foot
officer

is draped

the

been

of

the

in

feet,

notes

by

graceful

but

mutilated

are

actually

Lieutenant

Chevrette,

folds around

unfortunately

and

were

Matterer,

added

to

the

both the
detached

another

this

manu

script
“When
M. d’Urville
and
saw the statue,
the left arm
body
The right was broken

left

was

still

almost

and held an apple
statue Venus Victrix

myself.”
he writes, ** first
was still attached to the
off at the wrist, but the

perteet.

The hand

was uplifted

if M. d'Urville called this antique
it was because she was holding

the apple in her left hand.
Had
both arms
been
broken, | do not think this idea would have oceurred
to him.”
According to M. Matterer,
D’Urville has misrepre
sented the facets in his official report.
Of course it
might be asked, what was the object °
It was explained in a memoir
written by M
Matterer in 1858, written
sixteen vears after the death
D’Urville had been obliged

of

his

to make

illustrious

an

friend.

official

state

** During our anchorage at Milo (from the 4th to the
lith of March, 1820, according to the log book) a young
Restoration Conforming to Descriptions of the Original Find.
(reek peasant working in his field one day found that
Project of Mr. Tarral.
his spade met with a very unusual resistance.
Pulling
it out he diseovered what looked like a vault.
Piqued
by curiosity, and also in hopesof making some precious ure, that of Victory, who has finished tracing an indiscovery, he dug carefully around the object and scription on a tablet.
found a species of niche.
At last, after infinite trouble,
Mr. Bell, an English seulptor, gives us a Venus holdhe happened accidentally upon the opening.
Enter- ing a crown of laurel in each hand.
ing hurriedly, he perceived to his great astonishment | In 1873 an anonymous sculptor exhibited at Viennaa
a magnificent statue, having two white ants on either | Venus making her toilet.
side.
According to Dr. Furtwaengler, Venus is leaningon
“She was
in a condition of good preservation.
In a column, the left hand holding an apple.
one of her hands she held an apple, a facet which led
M. Felix Ravaisson, who seems to look upon himself
him to suppose that she was the goddess of the island as an authority on the subject. has decided that the
-as the word ‘melos’ in Greek ry
olga she Milo statue is a reproduction, executed in the time of
could just as easily have been taken for a Venus.
She Alexander, of a model created in Athens in the time of
is of marvelous beauty, the draperies being specially Pericles, the reproduction and the original showing the
admirable.”
Venus Urania welcoming into Elysian bliss the heroic
The author of these lines, a nephew of the admiral of founder of Athens, Theseus.
the same name, was himself a brilliant naval officer.
|
The thought
that the statue was sculptured from
His testimony in the question of the original appear- two pieces of marble has induced M. Salomon to conance of the Venus de Milo is entirely disinterested.
He sider that it was the work of Cephisodate and Ti
never for a moment thought of attaching any import- marque, the two sons of Praxiteles.
ance to his position in the affair, probably simply writThe project of Mr. Tarral, an Englishman, is most
ing these daily notes for his own pleasure.
characteristic of all the models which have been offered
M. de Trogoff’s story, which may be regarded as as a solution of the problem.
trustworthy, fixes two points in this now historical controversy :
First, that it was in March, 1820, somewhere between
It is interesting to note how differently different peo|the 4th and 11th of the month, and not on the 8th of ple regard the same thing.
The good
people of GeneApril, as had been generally believed, that the statue va and of the Cantonof Vaud, in Switzerland, are sadly
was found ; and, second, that both arms were intact and afraid to drink the water of the Lake of Geneva, and

ot,
a,
aa

aertanmer
i
=naan.
Ses

Venus

and Mars,

qu

atremere

Restoration

le Quincy.

of

with a Mirror.
Vienna
Project for Restoration.

Venus

THE
ment

which

could

be

tain responsibilities.
statue was purchased
bassador

at

used

as

a safeguard

DIFFERENT
against

cer-

As is quite well known, the Milo
by M. de Marcellus, French am-

Constantinople

It was shipped on board a French gunboat, and the
acquisition
and embarkation met with many more difficulties than were given out to the publie at the time.
For example, there was a great deal of haggling over
the price which the peasant whose spade had discovered the treasure was to receive, and the legal formali-

ties were also very annoying.

The trouble was learned

Venus with a Crown.
Project of Mr. Bell.

ATTEMPTS

AT

THE

Venus with a Column.
Project for Restoration
by Dr. Furtwaengler,

RESTORATION

Venus with a Column.
Project of M.
Salomon.

OF

THE

Venus with a Tablet.
Project of Mr. W. J.
Stillman.

VENUS

DE

Venus and Theseus.
Project
of M. Ravaisson.

MILO.

the Venus of Milo held an apple in one of her hands. It well they may be, for the observer high up on the
is very improbable, however, that the band of arche- mountain side can readily see the discoloration which
ologists who for nearly twenty years have been making the sewage
makes
in the blue water,
the line of
attempts to restore the statue will consider this state- demarkation extending far out into the lake.
Meanment as final.
The different attempts made by the time the city of Paris, anxious for a purer and larger
archeologists offer some very interesting possible re- water supply than can be obtained from the basin of
storations. Fortunately, from the very beginning there the Seine, is casting longing eyes toward the Alpine

was so much

disagreement

among

the

learned

that

lake, 355 miles away, and planning a possible aqueduct

Surely
Louis XVIII, finding himself in an embarrassing posi- to bring this pure (?) water to the metropolis.
tion when the marble was brought to Paris, ordered it the saying, ‘‘ aman is best appreciated where he is least

set up in the Louvre for public exhibition without at-

known,” might be extended to inanimate things.
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AMERICAN
WORKING

FARMS.*

Tue following is a description of an electrical plant
as introduced on a farm in Mecklenburg :
The motive power is furnished by a small brook,
which passes the farm at a distance of about 650 feet
About 1,650 feet above
. turbine wheel.
and driv
the wheelhouse a dam has: been erected in the brook
purpose of obtaining the necessary fall and
for the
turbine.
foreing tlic water Into a canal leading to the
This canal is partly cut into the ground and partly
that
at
the
turbine
a
of
feet
fall
5°4
banked
:
:is obfeet
t
, ‘tlie volume of water changes . from 18 cubic
,
tained.
a second
in very dry seasons to 106 to 141 cubie feet a
35
of
average
an
With
seasons.
wet
very
seeond
the .turbine ; is guaranteed
to furnish 16 horse
eubic fe
“¢ar
:
power, while in reality it furnishes 18 and at high
water 2! to 22 horse power.
The turbine drives a
ivynamo machine, which develops all the eleeSchube!
the current goes to
From this dynamo,
tricity necded.
the so-called switchboard, whence it is distributed to
Wires of different sizes, strung
the various stations.

ble, the
iow
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currents

to the

SUPPLEMENT,

EXPENSES

OF THE

on

machinery

building

$1,190, 1 per cent. extra....

$405.04
38.08

of

one

11.90

Interest on wires, lamps, and apparatus of $2,618, 2 per cent. extra ....
Amortization on machinery, including
turbine, of $4,760, 10 per cent.
Other expemses....... .cccccccrcece ans
Or

an average of about
cent. on the entire

eee

Salary of machinist...

Ms

52.36

In one series of experiments the end of the suction

76.00
69.02

pipe was kept in the axial line of the lead cylinder at
various poe 10 em. apart, beginning with a point
close to the end distant from the Roentgen lamp.
In every case the air drawn through the filter was
found to be negatively electrified when no screen or an
aluminum sereen was interposed between the Roentgen
lamp and the near end of the lead cylinder.
The air
was found not electrified at all, or very slightly negative, when a lead screen was interposed.

94 per
cost of

. $1,142.40

............++:

17635

Roentgen lamp* was placed.
I[n the other end two
holes were made, one in the middle, through which
passed a glass tube (referred to below as suction pipe)
of sufficient length to allow the end in the lead ecylinder to be put into any desired place in the cylinder.
By meansof this, air was drawn through an electric
filter+ by an air pump.
The other bole, at a little distance from the center, contained a second glass tube by
which air was drawn through India rubber tubing
from the open air quadrangle outside the laboratory.

PLANT.

Interest on the total cost of $12,376 at
CF Cina c nte sacccas wee se «
Interest on earthwork of $1,904, 2 per
COGS CRIs. «0.060! Rec dgrwicescsccer

Interest

No. 1103.

285.60

on siencnes c¥wkveckade
séndees $1,428.00

Therefore, the 34,000 horse power used during the
vear cost $1,428, or about 4} cents per horse power per
10ur; and, as ten incandescent lamps represent1 horse
power, the burning hour per lamp costs about fourtenths of
acent.
As, with an average working time of
nine and one-half hours, 70,000 horse power could
easily be developed during the year, if there were any
use therefor, the cost per horse power could be re-

When the Roentgen lamp was

removed

or stopped,

and air was still pumped through the filter, no defleetion was observed on the electrometer.
This proved
that the air of the quadrangle was not electrified suf-

yard, thence to the dwelling and main building, stables,
ficiently to show any deflection when thus tested by
barns, other farm buildings, and garden.
There are
filter and electrometer.
in the
dwelling and main building one hundred ineanSimilar results were obtained with the end of the
deseent lights; in the other buildings, seventy ; and in
the yard and garden, twelve, besides two are lamps.
suction pipe placed so as to touch the floor of the lead
eylinder,
or the roof, or the sides.
Whether the air
accumulator—a
an
also
duced
one-half.
is
there
house
turbine
the
In
was pumped away from a place in the cylinder per
battery consisting of sixty-six large glass cells, with
FORMER WORKING
EXPENSES.
plates of lead in diffused sulphurie acid, which serves
meated, or from a place not permeated, by the Roenttoaccumulate electricity.
During the day, when the
Formerly, 8,360 ewt. of grain were thrashed by steam, gen rays, it was in all cases found to be negatively
machines are not in operation on the yard, this accumnu- | requiring four hundred hours, or forty-five days, and electrified.
|
electricity
The following are some of the results obtained on
sufficient
then
5,940
ewt. by a Goepel machine, requiring eight horses
contains
and
lator is loaded
to feed the lights from evening, after working hours,
and six hundred
hours, or seventy days.
The time December 16 and 17. The electrometer was so arranged
till the next morning.
A small machine can also be at-| oceupied for pumping and straw cutting was about the as to give 140 seale divisions per volt.
Conditions.—Large iead cylinder metallically contached to the accumulator and worked from its power.
same.
For sawing logs into boards and kindling wood,
By eareful handling, the accumulator has furnished
sufficient eleetricity to last five days without being reloaded.
‘To operate the machinery, there are two eleetrie motors, one of 10 horse power and the other of 244
horse power.
‘The small motor is fixed and drives the
pumps for the stables, a straw cutter, a turning lathe,
a grindstone, and a large band saw, which can cut logs
of thickness up to 1734 inehes, the latter, however, only
with the aid of the larger motor.
The larger motor is
mounted on
iron
wheels, and, together with the
thrashing machine, can be put into any barn, to be
connected there with the electric current by a small
eable.
‘The silos are built in a semicircle around the
last barn and can be reached, to a distance of 500 feet,
by cable attachments.
The distance of the motor from
the turbine is then about 1,800 feet.
The system of
handling the motors is so simple that any farm hand
can readily understand it. The turning of a lever admits the electrie current, which immediately puts the
motor in operation to its full power.
One machinist,
who is stationed at the turbine house, superintends the
RAYS.
ELECTRIFICATION OF AIR BY ROENTGEN
entire plant, handles the turbine and dynamo, and,
from time to time, inspects the motors when in operaRoentgen lamp
The summary is, nected with sheath of electrometer.
tion. One intelligent farm hand can attend the thrash- $228 a year were paid on an average.
surrounded by a lead sheath, which latter was also
therefore, as follows :
ing machine and the large motor.
connected to electrometer sheath.
There was a winThrashing by steam, 400 hours, at
LIGHTS.
dow in this lamp sheath 2°5 em. broad and 5 em. high.
$1.428 per hour, including coal and
This window could be s:reened by aluminum or by
The burning time of the electrie lights during the
board of machinists.~..............
$571.20
lead.
These screens were always connected metallicyear is as follows :
One team of horses for carrying coal
ally to sheaths.
During all the experiments a Bunsen
and water, 45 days, at $2.856..
128.52
lamp
was
kept constantly burning, with its flame about
Situation.
Number of | Total BurnThrashing
by Goepel machire,
2
30 em. below the Roentgen lamp.
Lamps.
ing Hours.
teams, 70 days, at $5.712...........
399.84
Results.—Roentgen lamp in action; air drawn from
Pumping, 720 hours (80 days), half
lowest point of end of lead cylinder next to the R.
Sheep's pen
3
1,200
See GR
%. sRaadabcdcsecess
114.24
lamp.
Horse stable...
7
6,100 |
Straw cutting, 630 hours (70 days), half
Cow stable
7 |
3,000 |
December 16, 3:55 P. M.
Se
a
eoreansentucceskss
99.96
Pigs’ pen..
ai
pn
pne ea) ae
3
2,100
Te
SP
ee ee ee
238.00
—61 seale divisions in 2 mins. with aluminum sereen.
Caeene stable ...0<
svascces
“
14
10,800
Lights (petroleum and eandles).... ...
138.04
—63
*
2
a
no screen.
Repair shop..... :evake kwenencuae
1
700
Rebate on fire insurance premium.....
23.80
—14
“
=
“*
2
lead screen.
Yard and garden..
PE
se
il
6,800
lauspector and assistant.
‘ ‘|
10
10,000
4:0 P. M.
Air drawn from point on lower line of lead
dss
64>. aicivuwesesn
deg kesweks $1,713.60
Other buildings
........
a6
11
1,500
eylinder 26 em. distant from R. L. end.
This shows a difference of $285.60 a year in favor of
Cg
ey
er eee |
3
2,800
—14 seale divisions in 2 mins. with lead screen.
the electric plant.
Another advantage is, that now
Dwelling and main building .....|
100
65,000
pd
“.
@ te
—s
*
oe
2
no screen,
four horses can be dispensed with and the remaining
Yard (are lamps).......... nore,
2
10,000
—4
*
.
2
*
Jead sereen.
horses are always ready for use.
How great this ad—8s
*
a
a
aluminum
sereen,
vantage
is,
especially
during
the
harvest,
or
while
the
120,000 |
ee
17 2
—13
“
me
7
lead sereen,
fields are being manured and prepared for the winter,
need hardly be mentioned.
Other advantages are, December 17.
MACHINERY.
R. L. acting, and air drawn through filter.
Owing to loss of power in the conduits, an average of that the electric light is cleaner, safer, and more agreeable.
The fact that power is always ready enables the
End of suction pipe kept
16 horse power is required for thrashing, 12 horse power farmer to employ his hands at once in thrashing in case
in axial line of cylinder.
for sawing, and 3 horse power for running the small
10:47 A. M.
bad weather or some other reason prevents them from
motor.
With an average crop of 6,600 ewt. of winter
—-44
in
2
mins.
with
alumin.
screen,
68
em.
from R.L. end.
| working in the fields.
grain and 7,700 ewt. of summer grain and to furnish
o*2
*
lead
68
The disadvantages are, that in a dry summer the
the needed quantity of wood, the following power is
* no
"
58
water may run low and thus occasion interruptions in —23* 2 *
required :
*
“* no
65
48
the running of the machinery : but as during the dry —ma4*"2
0“ 2
lead
48
=
season few lights are needed and the large motor is
Hours.
Horse Power.
Description.
*
* alumin.
“
48
<<
of
not used, this disadvantage is really trifling. Sufficient —23°°2
*
alumin.
‘
3
"7
2
‘
water can always be stored to furnish power for load- —6**2
Thrashing ...
. | 800 | 16 = 12,800
*
lead
“f
3
4
¥
:
ing the accumulator and working the smal] motor.
In —9*2
PRM.
- cas caccahekos .. | 300
|12=
3,600
Sear
ees
lead
”
28
.
winter, disturbances may be caused by the clogging of mae,
Kindling es
tae
£ |
100
| 38=
300
—26
**
2
alumin.
“
28
"
NE
soit
ins mith nade. hediecie | 70 | 3= 2,160 ice, which, however, if oceurring at all, can easily be —36 “* 2
alumin.
“
18
:
NN
2. hee
Soak cate '
630 | 3=
1,890 remedied by a few hours’ work.
alumin.
“
8
”
.
currents used are all of low tension and harmless —21 ‘* 2
Repair shop and small jobs....... | a
1,250 to The
human life.
High tension currents require more
We had previously made experiments with a sheet
recaution, but could be used to more advantage on
iron funnel 1 meter long, 14°5 em. diameter; and with
SE
ELA AY, rp:
22,000
arger farms.
The cost of the machinery would be a glass tube 150 em. long, 3°5 em. diameter; and with
Add for lights. ........... canaries
12,000 considerably
greater, but a saving would be effected in
an aluminum tube 60 cm. long, 4°5 cm. diameter.
Air
the wiring, because high tension currents require was pumped from different parts while the Roentgen
Total horse power used.......
34,000

thinner wires than low tension currents.

COST OF THE
Earthwork, including

dam

and

bridge

$1,904

eee
founda‘ee sacs

1,428

Turbine, including freight and mount-

Me
...
ee
Machinery building, including
2 WOE. icaciag CARN Ebauh Sees

Electrical plant.........
.2.06 jim

Sundry

Wt

The cost
follows :

7,140

icin cecspeaes Sindesinaeees

$12,376

of the electrical

714

plant is distributed

Machinery, including
accumulator....
+ ulting, freight, and expenses......
res, luinps, fixtures, and apparatus

Bh...

2

ec

expenses.............005

ctu tii Ticsthbiacvdec
sets

Furthermore,

the loss of power in the former is very small, being less
than 5 per cent. at a distance of 144 miles, while the
loss in the
latter is 5 per cent. at a distance of 656 feet,
10 per cent. at 984 feet, 15 per cent. at 1,312 feet, and 25
per cent. at 1,968 feet.
igh tension currents could
also be used for driving, plowing and other agricultural
machines at a greater distance from the farm.

WORKS.

ELECTRIFICATION

as

$3,332
1,190
2,618

$7,140

Repreiiine Muth, in the January number of the United States Consular

OF AIR BY ROENTGEN
RAYS.*
To test whether or not the Roentgen rays have any

electrifying effect on air, the following arrangement
was made:
A lead cylinder 76 em. long, 23 em. diameter, was
eonstructed; and both ends were closed with paraffined
cardboard, transparent to the Roentgen rays.
Outside
the end distant from the electrometer (see diagram) a
* Read before the

1896.

al Society

of Edin’

, Monday,

December

From proof aede of Natare, coatrlonted by Lord

21,

Kelvin.—

rays were shining along the tubes from one end, which

was closed by paraffined paper stretched across it. In
every case the air was found to be negatively electrified.

In those earlier experiments the air drawn away was
replaced by air coming in from the laboratory at the

open end of the tube.
We found evidence of disturbance due to electrification of air of the laboratory by
brush discharges from electrodes between the induction
coil and Roentgen lamp, and perhaps from circuit

break spark of induction

coil.

These sources of dis-

turbance are eliminated by our later arrangement of
lead cylinder covered with cardboard at both ends, as
described above, and air drawn into it from open air
outside the laboratory.
We have also found a very decided electrification of
air—sometimes negative, sometimes positive—when the
Roentgen rays are directed across a giass tube or an
* The Roentgen lamp was a vacuum vessel with an oblique platinum
plate (Jackson pattern).
+ Kelvin, Maclean, Galt, Proc. R. 8, London, March 14, 1895,
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aluminum tube, through which air was drawn from
quadrangle outside the laboratory to the filter.

the

A primary
object of our experiments was to test
whether
air electrified positively or negatively lost its
charge by the piss
of Roentgen rays through it.
We soon obtained
an affirmative answerto this
tion,
both
for nevative and
positive electricity

found

that

positively

electrified

air

lost

electricity,
and
in some cases acquired
tricity,
under the influenceof Roentgen
were

thus

rays on

led

on

gram.

of

in
we

to begin

Diagraim,—PFor

sereening

the

tvestigate

air uneleetrified

Note

ever,

to

have

found

ques
We

positive

negative elecrays;
and we

effect

of

Roentgen

with

the

the electrometer
earrving
out
the

its

sake

of simplicity,

not

shown

above

it absolutely

the

in the

dia

experiments,

necessary

not

how

only

to

surround the electrometer with wire gauze in the usual
manner, but we have had also to place a sheet of lead

below
lamp

it, and to sereen also the side

next the Roentgen

by a lead sereen
In some Cases it was even
necessary
to cover up the whole with paper to prevent
the electrified air of the room from disturbing the in
strument
A
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this
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the
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The brain and the various
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have
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| had been anticipated, that there was no increase in the |movements of the drum and the rising bell jar ¢
liga
| earbonie acid given off from the lungs between the sea- diagonal tracingor curve on the paper, show);
ex.
side and the summit of the Peak ; so that the increase |actly the rate at which the air was expelled fr
the
The kindness of Dr. Marcet enables us t repro
found in Switzerland on the Col St. heodule, the Breit- lungs.
horn, ete., must have been due to cold, and not to alti- duce one of the charts, and a reference to it wil!
able
tude.
In addition it was noticed, as had been the case the reader to understand the nature of the expe
nent
in the Alps, that the actual volume of air.breathed, re
better than any amount of explanation.
The
ttom
duced to normal temperature and pressure, was less curve, A A, shows normal breathing with the bo
irepose ; the next curve shows
the working
of th:
than. at the seaside.
ings
Experiments were made on the amount of water ex- under forced breathing—i. e., when takinga s
s of
haled from the lungs at the seaside and at the three deep breaths intentionally— and the after effec
. hen
stations on the Peak.
The results showed. most dis
the person returns to natural breathing ; the toy
irve
tinetly that the less the atmospheric pressure the greater shows the effect of exercise on the breathing
the
bottom tracing it will be noticed that the curve j rae
the amount of water given off.
This might have been
expected, as a decrease in pressure is known to facili- tically a straight line, showing that about thr
and
a half liters per minnte were taken into the lung
tate evaporation.
In the winter of 1888-89, Dr. Marcet
continued his inquiry into the subject of respiration.
larly.
Inthe middle curve twoand a half times a
iueh
Instead of collecting the air expired from the lungs in air was taken into the lungs as in natural brea
ng;
bags. as had been done in the mountains, bell jars were after this follows a short ** pause,” which is more)
“*ked
used in this latter work, which was carried out in the in some of the other charts, then an increase atx
the
Physiological Laboratory at University College, Lon- normal, followed by a return to natural brea ling.
don.
These bell jars held forty liters. and were so Sneezing, sighing, and yawning may all be consi iered
as different forms of forced breathing.
beautifully balanced that it was impossible for the per
The experiments on breathing while under e ereise
son under experiment to tell whether he was breathing
into them or into the open air.
With the use of these were carried out by “ marking time ” in military { ishion
bell jars Dr. Marcet undertook an inquiry into the subeepraising the feet a given distance off the ground
ject of rebreathed air.
One of the bell jars was filled ing time to a metronome, so that the work done ould
with thirty-five liters of air, and the person under ex
be measured approximately.
The tracings obtained
periment breathed both into and out of this vessel for while breathing under exercise differ considerably
from
five minutes.
At the end of this period, by merely those illustrating foreed respiration, especially ou the
return to natural breathing.
During exercise the res
altering the connections, he was enabled to breathe with
freshair.
The air coming from his lungs was conveyed
pirations, though deeper than the normal, are less deep
to a second bell jar, previously emptied.
The concluthan in foreed breathing, and immediately on sitting
BREATHING CHART.
2 minutes.. _ =

of re

mai
= 3Samiputes.______4
rms

she most con

respiration

contined

conducted

Of

~

his life to the solu

with

been

not

been

the

this

of

Lor

neglected

been

part

and

in the subject,

to

has

a large

problems
have

Haldane

largely

themselves

Mareet,

investigations
tory,

Drs.

interest

been

devoted

Wo

and

tion

renewed

lungs

have

search,

the work of

awoke

the

SUPPLEMENT,

to

the

frequently

in

His

labora

the

open

elevations, extending from
sea
level to
the
Breithorn
Most of the results are

scattered through the transactions and proceedings of
the Royal Society ; but recently Dr. Mareet,
as Croonian
lecturer to the Royal
College of Physicians, had an op
portunity of summing up the whole of his work
The early
experiments during three summers
in
Switzerland
gave
following stations
i.

Yooire,

2. The

decidedly
interesting
were chosen

on

the

Hospice

Lake
of Geneva

of

the

Bernard
.

The

1,250

Great

Hotel,

Hut

in

Pass
The Summit

feet.

8.115

Zermatt

the

The

st

;

Rifle

1. The

results.

St.

8.428

:

Theodule

o«
Breithorn

10.800

13.685
The person under experiment breathed througha face
piece made to cover both mouth and nose, and fitted
5.

with

ebonite

lungs

of

the

valves

(expired

air)

that

should

the

air

coming

without

pstss

from

the

loss to the re

ceiver—a large lnodia rubber bag, communicating
with
the face piece by a flexible tube.
Breathing was com
menced at a wiven signal and continued untila definite

volume of expired

air had entered the bag.

The time re

quired for the lungs toexpire this volume of air was de
termined accurately
by meansof a stop watch.
The re
sults showed an increaseof carbonic acid given off equiv
alent to increased combustion
at high altitudesin the

Alps.

The

time was
seaside.

actual

weight

of

air

breathed

in

a given

less
however,at high
altitudes than at the
It follows that breathing is easier in the Alps

6G
ee;
S&S
BPS
&ES

than in the plains.
In order to ascertain whether the increase in the car
bonie acid given off from the lungs, and consequent

~

greater chemical action, was due to cold or to altitude,
Dr. Marcet,
in 1878, determined to procede to Teneriffe,
with

the

search

tipparatus

hnecessary

The

baggage

for

included

continuing

a

shed

of

the

wood

re

and

canvas made
to take to pieces, a chemical
balance, a
numberof sealed
bottles full of standard
barvta solu
tion for the determinationof carbonic acid, tubes filled
with calcium
chloride
for the determination
of
the
moisture in the air exhaled
from the lungs, provisions,
and everything necessary
for camping out on the Peak
for three weeks.
An Alpine guide from Chamounix,
who
had assisted
the investigator
in his previous expedi-

tions, again accompanied Dr.
Mareet.
The great ad
vantages of Teneriffe for this work were, first, its ac
cessibility ; secondly, its dry climate and its Peak, which
rises
sheer out of the sea to a height of over twelve
thousand feet ; but mainly the fact that stations could
be selected at various heights on the Peak, varying but
little in their

respective

temperatures,

In his book on ** Southern and Swiss Health Resorts”
Dr. Marcet gives a very interesting account of his expedition

up the Peak.

Mount

Guajara

the camp

Was

The

(seven
made

first station

thousand

on

a

was

at

the foot

and ninety

patch

of

white

of

feet), and

baked

clay

in

the old crater,
which is now
mostly a chaotie field of
lava.
The landscape is the most desolate and dreary
that

could

rocks,

be imagined,

with

by the

sun,

an

a few

a Kind of broom.
seems to be very
Piazzi

Sith,

of

Mount

but

was

lava

and

bushes

of

Rhetama

heat everywhere on the Peak
while the sun is shining.
Mr
e

ivaved

it

astronomical

the temperature in the sunon

Guajara

voleanic

pateh of sand or clay baked

straggling

The
great

who

the Peak,found
mit

nothing

occasional

and

to

be

2124"

work

on

the sum

Fah.

It must have been but slightly less than this at Dr
Marcet’s camp in July
and
August, although the cold
was great at night
left out in the open
ice by the morning

The radiation
Was intense, water
all night becominga
solid block of
Che drycessof the atmosphere
on

the Peak was quite
remarkable as the heat,
skin became dry and sealy, so that it was almost

The
pain

ful to toueh anything
Fresh
meat
brought
up
Puerto Orotava kept good for any lengthof time.

from
Deal

boxes split with the heat and dryness, as did the boots
of the two members of the expedition, the soles coming
away from the uppers, so that the party returned to
the seaside in a somewhat dilapidated condition.
From
the highest

hundred

feet)

station

two

at

Alta

Vista

expeditions

(ten

thousand

were made

seven

to the cone

and summit itself, but the sulphurous vapors given off
prevented any determination
of carbonic
acid
being

wade on the surmunit
[he

results

of

the experiments

at

Teneriffe

showed,

as

After Stage
‘ €6 umes per minute,

sions derived from this work
proportion of the carbonic

are interesting.
acid produced

FG After Stage

A large
remains

stored up in the blood, so that when fresh air is taken
into the lungs large volumes of air are breathed, because
of the desire to get rid of the excess of carbonie acid.

down the line continues its upward tendency, showing no pause as in foreed breathing; then returning
parallel to the normal.
In talking, singing, reading,
and coughing,
the respiration assumes the form of
breathing

under

exercise

; but

in talking

and

reading,

where the strain on the lungs is very feeble, the tracing
returns
parallel to the normal almost
immediately
after the exercise has come to an end.
A _ similar remark applies to singing: a practiced singer will never
the oxygen absorbed
in the lungs was
not returned as
carbonic acid, a fact that has been confirmed by all become breathless after singing; hence the curve in
such cases will return immediately parallel with the
ater observers.
Dr. Marcet found that this ** oecluded
oxygen ” was greatest in the hour that follows a meal,
normal.
In singing, however, a marked difference was
falling off, apparently, after that period;
but the observed in the breathing when standing and when
sitting.
The tracing obtained in the latter position re
changes in this absorption of oxygen are so great that
it is diffieult to follow them at all closely.
The oxygen
sembles the “forced breathing” curve almost exactly,
which is not the case when standing, so that the erect
is used obviously in tissue changes apart from mere
combustion.
We do not know by what process carbonic position is the correct one for singing.
Ancther fact of interest to athletes and people who
acid is generated in the body, but according to Herinstance of direet oxidation in | run for their trains was demonstrated. It was found that
mann, there is no single
| if on sitting down after “stepping exercise ~ one or Two
the chemical phenomena of life.
After completing this chemical work by the aid of an | deep breaths were taken immediately, the breathiessness passed away at once, because the carbonie acid ac
ingenious burette he had constructed for the purpose,
cumulated in the blood was thus got rid of.
It follows
Dr. Mareet
undertook an
investigation into the differfrom
this observation that in case of extreme breathent forms of human
respiration.
Beginning with normal breathing in a state of repose, experiments were
lessness, as would occur after running for a train, great
relief would be experienced from taking a few ceep
made on forced or labored breathing, respiration under
exereise, and respiration as controlled by the mental | breaths.
Some novel experiments were made by Dr. Marcet on
exercise of the will.
In order to obtain records of these
different conditions of breathing, an apparatus was the effect of the exercise of the will on respiration. ‘The
employed to trace the actual movementsof the lungs. person under experiment sat down in a chair, and im
For this purpose a glass pen, charged with ink, was agined himself to be engaged in some form of physical
fixed to the end of a rod attached to the bell jar. The exercise, such as running after somebody up a hill of
While his imagination was
point of the pen pressed against a ruled chart stretched rowing against the tide.
on a drum, made to revolve horizontally at a given| at work the air from his lungs was collected and the re
The tracing obtained
rate by clockwork.
The horizontal lines on the charts cording instrument set going.
| showed the number of liters of air expired, and the ver- was not that of natural breathing, but resembled the
‘forced breathing ~ curve, followed by the same pause
tical lines the time in minutes.
When breathing comthat is always observed after forced breathing. It just
jmenced the clockwork
was started; the combined
All effects of rebreathing pass away
in about six
minutes when fresh air is turned on.
Regnault and Reiset were the first to observe that all

Ferrvary

20, 1897.
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Concretions also ants in question, it may suffice to state that one was a
occurs at Balfour, Colorado.
small black ant, the second a small brown ant, the
,0Orous
grow radially from a center, with radiating
a rather large brown ant, and the fourth a large
has come to the conclusion that an increased columns within (as in the specimens sent us by W. A. I>| third
Mare
black ant with the anterior part of the body reddish.
for
determination,
1
a,
Fig.
1).
supp!»
of oxygen is actually needed by the brain cenBalls, when hollow within and lined with erystals, As it was noticed that each colony of aphis was attended
ters | at are at work.
‘This “would take too long and is
are not concretions but *‘geodes.”
In the lowa lime- by only one ‘species of ants, there presented itself an
+ -lnieal a matter for P us to go . into here, ‘ but full
too
:
stone these have been supposed to oceupy the centers opportunity to make some simple experiments that
tlars will be found in the third of the
Croonian
yart
van
n
Return s, published in the Lancet and British Medical of sponges previously hollowed out by siliceous solu- might throw some light on the relationship of ants to
The number atJour
il for 1895.
The question will be considered also tions, like the hollowed corals of Florida, and then the aphids, as well as to each other.
lined with crystals.
Geodes are common
in veins of tending a given colony varies, as individuals are coninex’ uso in a book by Dr. Marcet now in the press.
ore and cavities in voleanic rocks, and these are some- tinually coming and going, but at no time will the
times the results of steam bubbles. Concentric structure colony become quite deserted.
Capturing one of the small black ants and transferis produced by consolidation progressing inward from
COMMON
FREAKS
OF
NATURE.*
the exterior—a centripetal process.
Spheroidal masses ring it to a plant on which the small brown ants were
\
CORRESPONDENT, W. A. P., from Chandler, Col- of sand, colored deeply with iron oxide, are often hard found, it started up the stem, but on reaching the
orad..
sends us a nodule or round coneretion of iron for outside,
with loose sand within, or they have one aphids it soon encountered one of the brown ants,
determination.
or more concentric layers of rusty color within, or con- which at once gave chase, and the intruder got down
These coneretions seem often like freaks of nature, as | centric shells of sand, and sometimes a loose ball.
Transferring
the same
At the plant as rapidly as possible.
if
»ature liked to caricature in stone living things | Cripple Creek a concentric structure in the andesite toa plant on which the large brown or black ants were
on
the earth above.
Thus we have had brought to us| breccia is beautifully marked by concentric rings of pur- | found, it would also be attacked and had to beat a
tin: and again fossil turtles and cocoanuts that never || ple fluor stain and bygaudy ringsof red and yellow iron rapid retreat.
Now transferring one of the large black
we
turtles or cocoanuts,
but, nevertheless, were as | oxide.
ants, which were at least twice the size of the smaller,
(See 3, Fig. 1.)
A concentric structure is prolike them as two peas, fossil birds’ nests, fossil corals| duced also by decomposition along fracture planes, jand starting it upa plant on which the small black
thal
never were nests or corals, down to fossil dumbwhen these divide the rock into small portions ; also by | ants were found, it would also at once be attacked.
bells, cups and saucers, tarts and tobacco pipes.
These alternate heating and cooling.
Sometimes the large ant, which probably considered
at
enerally found enveloped in sandstone, limestone,
The methods of consolidation of rocks are by caleare | itself more than a mateh for the smaller ones, would
clay beds or other sedimentary rocks, and are usually ous waters, ferruginous waters and siliceous solutions, seem to pay no attention to the attack at first, but proof « material somewhat foreign to and heavier than This consolidation is often commenced
and accom- ceeded among the aphids to gather the sweet fluid; but
that of the surrounding rock, such as iron balls or| panied by coneretionary consolidation
be reinforced
or accretion as the attack of the first would soon
elav ironstones in beds of sandstone, lime balls in around
centers
throughout
the
mass.
lsolated } by others, it did not take long to convince the larger
sandstone, or clay-iron pyrite balls in coal seams, ete. coneretions form in deposits of earth, clay or other one that he was trespassing upon private property,
Often these are not mere balls or spheres, but take pa
beat a quick retreat or let himself
when they contain disseminated calcareous, and he would
very grotesque and realistic shapes.
Repeated attempts on all the four
Percolating | fall to the ground.
. e., lime, grains derived from shells, ete.
he coneretionary principle, or the tendency
to roll| ara
aided
by carbonic acid contained
in such | species to get them to mix on the same plant invariably
up in balls, seems to be among the fundamental laws| waters, dissolve the grain and deposit the material in a resulted in the driving
off of the intruder; while the
of 1natter in one form or another in nature.
Thus, our drying time around grains or any small objects as a small ants, as well as the large brown one, would reworld is a big coneretion of matter from the elements |
nucleus.
So coneretions of limonite (like those sent treat by running down the stalk, the large black ant
of space, and so down to the tiny little ball of iron in us) and iron carbonate are made if any iron grains or | would
usually let itself drop to the ground as soon as
the rocks.
any decomposable iron-bearing mineral is present. The it became aware of its mistake, evidently having found
It would seem as if, when matter is in a loose, in- |form of the coneretion is due to the regular process of this the surest and quickest way of freeing itself froma
coherent state like sand or mud, there be any other the superficial accretion and rate of supply of the combined attack of the smaller ones.
foreign
element
of a heavier nature
diffused in this|
In transferring, on the other hand, one of the black
mineral solution in vertical and horizontal directions,
body, it is attracted together into a conerete form, together with the shapes of the nuclei.
Near Fort ants or either of the four to a different plant on which
a ball or sphere.
Thus in mud, iron in solution might Collins and also near Canyon City, Colorado, we have | the same species was found, it would meet no resistance,
run together into iron balls or clay-iron stone; or lime | seen big sandstone ledges that look as if they had been | but had full freedom to the use of the Jerseys.
from deeaying shells in the sandy ‘bottom of the sea run | bombarded
by cannon shot and bombshells from big| These simple experiments, which were repeated sevetogether and, collecting around a shell as a nucleus,
lime balls with fossil shell nuclei. Some of the balls are ral times with practically the same results, go to show
form a big lime ball, such as we often discover in round, others pear shaped, others flattened and others that ants hold property, not only as real estate in their
hunting for fossils in a sandstone bed. Or the nucleus | like dumbbells.
Some of these have rolled down | homes or nest, but also what might well be called perwhich they may acquire and hold at some
the cliff and are broken up like bombshells on a battle sonal preperty.
distance from their homes, just as a man would hold
field.
his
herd
of
cattle
on the prairies.
They will also take
The growth of concentric forms is peripheral, also a
centripetal consolidation or from the exterior inward. eare of and defend their property with as much spirit
It commences outside, owing to outside evaporation and effect as ever a cowboy defended the herd intrusted
and deposition of the concreting agent.
This agent is to his care.—Entomological News.
commonly iron rust.
The process of outside drying is
shown by a drop of milk drying up on a spot of stone.
E vaporation goes on - the outer margin, and makes
HORTICULTURE
AND
HEALTH.
there the first ring.
Capillary attraction inside the
At the Buffalo meeting of the ints
Association
ring contributes material toward it. The outer ring
for the Advancement of Science, Prof.
R. Lazenby,
of the Ohio State University and vice- bad Sn of the
section devoted to social and economic science. read an
essay on the subject which we have taken, says Garden
and Forest, as the title to this article.
Using the word horticulture to include fruit growing
and vegetable gardening in the realm of domestic art,
with floriculture, which is partly industrial and partly
a fine art, and landscape gardening, which lies wholly
within the province
of fine art, Prot. Lazenby discussed
the relation of all these divisions to physical, intellec
tual and spiritual health.
Of this broad subject we
have only space to examine briefly a few phases.
It
will be admitted that no calling is superior to horti
eulture in furnishing pure air, good food, an adequate
amount of muscular exercise and restful sleep, all of
which are essentiais to physical health.
The man
employed in a greenhouse or garden or an orehard
COAL
Fig.
2.—CONCRETIONS
IN
Fie. 1.—CONCRETIONARY STRUCTURES.
spends most of his working hours in the fresh air and
MEASURE SHALE.
1. Different forms of concretions.
1a. Iron ball. 2. Pisolites or Oolites.
sunshine;
his task ends with the twilight, and an
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He is not shut up in
completed, another ring begins and forms at the new his physical energies renewed.
| outer margin of the milk spot.
Soring after ring forms a crowded workshop, but is brought into close contact
may be a fern leaf, such as are familiar to coal miners, till the spot of milk is reduced to a series of whitish with nature, and this is universally recognized as a
inclosed in flattened coneretions in the roof of a coal | rings.
Soon the same principle shell after shell may | genuine recuperative force in human life.
seam.
Fishes, insects, grains of sand, all sorts
of things lform in a sand bed penetrated with a rusty iron solu- | But what are the chances of making a livelihood in
nay act as nuclei to arrest and gather around them |tion, because drying is gradual from the outside ; or this country in branches of horticulture which offer
certain kinds of matter.
| there may be a single outer shell with loose sand such healthful conditions for working ? Prof. Lazenby
Dana says of concentric structure:
There is an inside, or a central ballin the loose sand.
fairer returns for
The center jasserts that few industries show
aggregation of matter around a center making usually| of the concretion may have been a piece of the decom- | capital and labor than the cultivation of small fruits or
spheres or spheroids flattened by pressure.
The form posing iron-bearing mineral which afforded the rusty| flowers, and there are few that can be started with
depends on growth by deposition
from a solution iron solution.
capacity of
The concentric rings of rusty coloration such small means and have the same
around a center, so that the growth is outward or at Cripple Creek may have had this origin.
Fruits and flowers
In one extension into large enterprises.
centrifugal.
It is generally growth by aceretion
ro- lease mentioned by Dana two sets of rings were ob
are products which are in universal demand—necessities
ducing a series of distinct concentric
layers.
‘re- |served on either side of a crack in the rock and had of the rich and appreciated luxuries of those in mo
quently a number of flattened concretions are united, | together a diameter of twenty feet.
|derate cire umstances.
Not only in densely populated
forminga distinet layer, such as clay-iron stones : any | [ron nodules forming beds of iron ore are of concre- | cities, but in our fashionable sumer resorts, it is rare
sort of substance down to an almost invisible grain |tionary origin and were
that
the
supply
of
these
products exceeds the demand.
made
by the concreting
way act as a nucleus.
Concretions often form as the | together of iron oxide from iron bearing salts carried Good berries and fine roses rarely lack purchasers, and
first step in the process of consolidation of a rock down into marshes.
|the same is true of vegetables forced in winter, which,
from a loose incoherent state like mud, and at first
Limestones also often contain iron carbonate, a gray jafter an experience of twenty years, Prof. Lazenby
ake a rock consisting of concretions which may dis-|; ore, stonelike in appearance, but heavy in weight. It|affirms, is a profitable industry if it is intelligently and
appear when the consolidation is complete.
Beds on | often occurs in nodules united into a layer.
energetically pursued.
which filtrating waters spread with equal facility in ali|| The same limestone may contain nodules of limonite,
To substantiate his thesis he states that the vegetable
directions have spherical concretions ; those of a lami- | another iron ore which affords a brownish
yellow forcing house belonging to the horticultural departuated structureon which the waters spread laterally powder.
ment
of the Ohio State University has an area of about
This limonite has been made by oxidation of
most easily, a spheroidal flattened kind.
They are the iron carbonate.
Limonite balls are common also in 4,000 square feet of glass, comprising two plain strucsolnetimes hollow rings or contain a ball within ora |shale and may form beds beneath the fireclay under- tures which can be built for about $900 each ; the total
ball and soeket structure.
A rock full of minute con- lying a coal bed.
bench space in these two houses is a trifle over oneae
a
the size of a pea is called pisolite
or
twentieth of an acre, and the annual sales from them
oolite, i. e., pea or egg rock.
during five years past have averaged about $600.
The
These a
are common among the old limestones of the
products include lettuce, radishes, beets, cucumbers
ANTS
AS PROPERTY
HOLDERS.
world.
We
find them growing near coral reefs now,
and hyacinths.
Besides this there were grown
in
By O. W. OESTLUND.
the coral mud gathering around a grain of sand asa
smaller quantities, for experimental gy ee parsley,
nucle *us,
beans, onions,
|
Iv isa well known fact that plant lice are commonly peppers, egg plant, cauliflower, string
Coneretions may be of various matters—caleareous, | attended by ants, which feed upon the sweet fluid that mushrooms and a few flowering plants.
iron pyrites, limestone and quartz.
Nodules of flint in the aphis emits from time to time.
But it is probably
When it is considered that these houses are in use but
chalk eliffs are coneretions of silica.
The consolidation| not as well known that ants, in some cases at least, will little more than half the year, the result is certainly
ot a coneretion is sometimes followed by drying from |appropriate such colonies as their own property, and encouraging.
If small fruit culture, floriculture and
the outside inward.
In this process the interior be- | will guard them most effectively against all intruders, vegetable culture in summer are connected with this
comes eracked and the eracks may be afterward filled jespecially against ants of a different species that may winter forcing of vegetabies, there are few places where
by caleite and make the illusion called ‘turtle stones,” | attempt to get some of the sweet fluid.
asmall capital can be invested with greater certainty of
or petrified turtles.
| Aphis thaspii isa very common aphis in Minnesota success by an intelligent and thrifty person.
Solidification from fusion may produce cone retions in jon the umbels of Thaspium aureum, which seems to
The large proportion of failures in business life is due
the mass, consisting of distinct
concentric
layers of || be much sought for by ants; probably on account of to sharp competition and the great number of persons
different or of a single mineral.
Pudding granite of thechoice quality of the fluid they give, like our own who are crowding into every opening.
There is no
Vermont contains large «eoncretions of black mica. The breeds of Jerseys.
There are at least four distinct spe- such rush toward horticulture by personsof limited
|
cies
that
are
commonly
found
to
attend
them.
means,
and
the
number
of
those
in
almost
any com* Written tor the Colliery Engineer and Metal Miner by Prof. Arthur
Lakes assistant editor.
Without attempting to give the scientific name of the munity who are raising winter vegetables or small
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fruits might, perhaps, be doubled without lessening
the income of any one
Both floriculture and small fruit culture especially
commend themselves to women who are struggling to
support their children in frugal independence.
Wherever a stnall cottage can be obtained with half an acre
of land with a warm southward exposure, suitable for
early vegetables, the addition of a few cold frames will
furnish something to sell all summer long.
If a small
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